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In this dissertation, we present a phonological 
analysis of Calcutta Urdu, as spoken in the city of Calcutta 
(west Bengal). The present analysis is carried out in terms 
of the theoretical principles of Columbia School of 
Linguistics. 
This introductory chapter, covering four sections, 
is geared to providing proper perspective for the phonolo-
gical research undertaken in the dissertation. In section 
0.1, we briefly deal with the historical setting of Calcutta 
Urdu. Section 0.2 presents the field procedures utilized in 
the collection and analysis of the data. In section 0.3, we 
provide a brief outline of the theoretical framework on 
which present analysis is based. Section 0.4 deals with the 
scope of the analysis 
Section 0.1. Historical Setting of Calcutta Urdu 
Calcutta, the capital of the state of West Bengal, 
stands on the left bank of the western branch of the Ganges, 
known as the Hooghly river. As a premier center of trade 
and industry, this port city is India's gateway to southeast 
Asia and Australia. The city spreads over an area of 104.9 
sq.kms., with a population of approximately four and a half 
millions (1991 census). Majority of this population is com-
posed of the native Bengalis, who of course speak their own 
Bengali language. But a sizable portion of the city's popu-
lation comprises other communities coming from various parts 
of the country. They speak Urdu, Hindi, Santhali (a tribal 
language), and Nepali. English is also widely used in 
administration and business. 
The city dates back to 1690, when an English merchant, 
named Job Charnock, established here the trade headquarters 
of the East India Company. Thickly populated and full of 
life, the city is rich in its heritage — cultural, economic 
and political. 
Calcutta emerged as a major city of India in 1772, 
when Warren Hastings, the then Governor General of India, 
shifted the administrative headquarters of Bengal from 
Murshidabad to Calcutta. It soon became the capital of 
British India, and maintained that status till 1912, when 
the seat of British Raj was transferred to New Delhi, How-
ever, even after the loss of central patronage, Calcutta 
continued to flourish as the prime center of trade and 
industry in India. 
With the industrial and economic growth and the 
ensuing prosperity of Calcutta, people from neighboring 
states of Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and even Delhi started 
migrating to this city in search of employment, busir^ss 
and other opportunities for a better life. 
The migration of Muslim writers and artisans from 
Delhi and Lucknow to Calcutta, began quite early with the 
decline of Mughal power in Delhi and the rise of the 
British power in India. It may be noted that when Fort 
William College was established in Calcutta at the turn of 
the nineteenth century, quite a few writers and scholars 
from Delhi and Lucknow were commissioned to write books in 
Urdu for teaching this language to the British administrators 
coming to India for civil service. The college remained a 
busy center of literary activities for many years* The most 
important among the Urdu scholars at this college was Mir 
Amman of Delhi, whose Baqh-o-Bahar has become a classic in 
Urdu literature. In 1856, a second batch of Urdu writers and 
artists arrived at Matia Burj locality in Calcutta, with the 
deposed Nawwab Wajid Ali Shah of Oudh. 
As mentioned earlier, Calcutta is a cosmopolitan 
city, inhabited by a large number of people from all over 
the country. But a sizable non-Bengali population is repre-
sented by Urdu speaking Muslims from the neighboring 
states of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, 
Initially, Muslim migrants from neighboring states 
got employed as laborers in jute mills, and as dockworkers 
at Calcutta port. But gradually they diversified their acti-
vities, and are now engaged in various other small pro-
fessions and businesses, like tailoring, hair-cutting, 
fruit-selling and bidi-making (manufacturing of indigenous 
handmade cigarettes of crudely cut smoking tobacco rolled 
in a particular leaf), etc. Furthermore, the more affluent 
among the Muslims are also engaged in businesses like 
leather manufacturing, perfumery and tobacco industry, etc. 
Thus, the Urdu speaking migrants, who have lived in Calcutta 
for generationst are now very much part of this city. The 
Muslim population is mainly concentrated in localities, such 
as Raja Bazar. Matia Burj, Khiderpur, Narkel Danqa. Colootola, 
Kela Baqan, Park Circus and Mallick Bazar, etc. Urdu dialect 
of Calcutta is spoken by Muslim laborers (in jute mills and 
other factories), dockworkers, vendors, porters, rickshaw 
pullers, bidi-makers, butchers, and small grocers (parchun-
sellersj. Furthermore, skilled workers in various industries, 
particularly the leather manufacturing also speak this 
dialect. It is this dialect of Calcutta, commonly known as 
Kalkatia Urdu, that is studied in the present work. 
It is noteworthy that Calcutta Urdu is distinctively 
different from Modern Standard Urdu, both in phnology and 
grammar. Furthermore, despite a substantial common core in 
the lexicon, there are perceptible lexical differences 
between Calcutta Urdu and modern Standard Urdu* 
Kalkatia Urdu, as a characteristic dialect of the 
Urdu language, was first formally identified by an Urdu 
novelist, Badruzzaroan Badr, in his novel Ahsan (1907-O8). 
In the novel, the author clearly recognises the distinc-
tiveness of Calcutta dialect of Urdu, and expresses it 
through the dialogues of two typical characters represen-
ting the speakers of this dialect. Later on, a Calcutta 
newsdaily Abshaar, edited by Mohammad Ibrahim Hosh, 
regularly contained a feature column on Kalkatia Urdu on 
a regular basis for many years. In 1958, the editor of 
this newspaper wrote Jindaqi ka Mela, a collection of poems 
in the characteristic Kalkatia Urdu dialect. We also find a 
short account of Kalkatia Urdu in Naseer Ahmad Khan's work 
on Urdu ki Boliyan aur Karkhandari Urdu (1979). 
The present researcher traced all the above mentioned 
sources of Calcutta Urdu, as he embarked on the field work 
in various localities in the city of Calcutta. 
Section 0.2. Field Procedures 
Data is one of the roost important ingredients for any 
kind of scientific research. The collection of an extensive, 
and preferably exhaustive, data is essential for an authen-
tic linguistic analysis — be it phonological or grammatical. 
Field work for the phonological analysis of Calcutta Urdu 
may be summarized under two heads* namely, the collection 
of data, and the analysis of data. 
0.2.1,Collection of Data 
The entire process of the collection of data for the 
present analysis involved the pareful selection of infor-
mants and the meticulous elicitation of data. 
Selection of suitable informants for the collection 
of data is very important. The.data for the present 
research has mainly been solicited from three informants — 
two males and one female. Allnthese informants are typical 
speakers of Kalkatia Urdu and they belong to the lower 
social strata of the society. Abdul Gaffar Khan (age : 52 
years;, a small grocer, belongs to the Raja Bazar locality 
in Calcutta. Mohammad Salim (28 years), a resident of 
Narkel Danga, is a craftsman, who makes cardboard boxes for 
shoes and locks. Chand Bibi of Raja Bazar is a 65 years old 
widow of a butcher. None of the aforesaid informants had 
any formal education. But they did have some madrasa 
(religious school) background that enabled them to learn 
the Urdu alphabet and to recite select verses from the Holy 
Qur'an. 
The data for the present phonological analysis was 
elicited from our informants with utmost care. The researcher 
carried out face to face interviews with the informants for 
considerable period of time, each sitting running into 
hours. We have tried to collect the monosyllabic words on 
an exhaustive basis, whereas the bisyllabic and longer 
words have been collected on a selective basis. The elici-
tation of monosyllabic words has been realized in two ways: 
(1) By using J.T. Piatt's dictionary as a possible guide, 
(2) By keeping in view the potential words in terms of 
all possible combinations of consonants and vowels, parti-
cularly in the CVC words. It may be noted that each word 
of the data has been carefully recorded, with every phonetic 
detail of its components, in narrow transcription on the 
index cards. 
0.2.2. Analysis of Data 
On the basis of the collected words in narrow 
transcription, a phonemic inventory of Calcutta Urdu was 
established by following the principles of phonemic 
analysis laid down by American Structuralists. Each word 
of the collected data was then rewritten in phonemic trans-
cription in terms of the established phonemes. 
For the statistical support of the phnological 
analysis undertaken in this dissertation, we have also made 
use of the analysis pad with graph sheets. All the CVC 
words were plotted on these sheets, each sheet confined to 
a particular initial consonant, followed by all the vowels 
in vertical order and all the final consonants in horizon-
tal order. The calculations were then made for the phono-
logical units of the CVC words both horizontally and 
vertically. Additional graph sheets were used to obtain 
the figures for the CVCC words. All these 
figures for the monosyllabic words were then summarized in 
tabular forms. As seen in these tables, there are vast 
skewings in the frequency of usage for the phonological 
units in the monosyllabic words. As will be seen later, 
the figures of these skewings form part of an explanatory, 
process for the validity of phonological analysis. 
Section 0.3. Theoretical Background 
The present phonological analysis of Calcutta Urdu 
is based on the theoretical principles of Columbia School 
of Linguistics. The theory has been fully developed by 
the concerted efforts of Professor William Diver* and his 
*It may be noted that we have taken liberty in incor-
porating Professor William Diver's ideas from his 
lectures and his published and unpublished works, often 
without giving proper references, in this section, as 
elsewhere in this dissertation. We are indeed indebted 
to him for utilizing his theoretical viewpoint. However, 
any misrepresentation of his ideas on our part, does, by 
no means, make Professor Diver responsible for it. 
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students a t the Columbia Univers i ty . 
I t may be noted tha t the main source of i n s p i r a t i o n 
for William Diver i s FerdinarKJl de Saussure . For many of 
Saussure 's concepts form the backbone of the Columbia school 
theory. Prague School , p a r t i c u l a r l y N. Trubetzkoy, i s also 
an important source for the phonological p r i n c i p l e s of the 
Columbia school . Furthermore, William Diver has a l so been 
profoundly influenced by the l i n g u i s t i c th inking of h is 
teacher Andre M a r t i n e t . 
An ou t l i ne of the Columbia school phonological 
theory i s presented i n the following s e c t i o n s . In sec t ion 
0 . 3 . 1 , we present the o r ien t ing p r i n c i p l e s for the phonolo-
g ica l a n a l y s i s . Sec t ion 0 . 3 . 2 deals with Mar t i ne t ' s concept 
of double a r t i c u l a t i o n of language. In sec t ion 0 . 3 , 3 , we 
introduce the concept of phonological gr id in oppos i t ion to 
phonemic inven tory . In sec t ion 0 . 3 . 4 , we d iscuss the para-
digmatic and syntagroatic r e l a t ions in phonology. In sec t ion 
0 . 3 . 5 , we deal wi th the substance and value in phonological 
a n a l y s i s . F i n a l l y , i n sec t ion 0 . 3 . 6 , we b r i e f l y o u t l i n e the 
procedures for the v a l i d a t i o n of the a n a l y s i s . 
0 . 3 . 1 . Orient ing P r i n c i p l e s 
•• I t i s well known tha t language i s used by human 
beings to communicate messages and t h a t these messages are 
imparted by means of s igna ls tha t are produced by the 
speaker through var ious manipulations and conf igurat ions 
of the vocal t r a c t and are t ransmit ted t o the hearer through 
an acoustic medium"*. It is these common facts about the 
character of the language that provide the rationale for 
having five orienting principles for phonological analysis. 
These phonological principles are : (1) communication (2) 
physiological mechanism (3) acoustic medium (4) human 
behavior (psychology) and (5) vision. 
It is noteworthy that these orienting principles are 
independently known and verifiable. That is, they are true 
by themselves, irrespective of whether they are applied to 
language or not. For example, the principle of communication 
is as valid for the traffic light system or the morse code, 
as it is when it operates in language through the signal -
meaning units. A brief account of the five principles is 
presented below. 
(i; Communication 
What we informally call language is uniquely human 
system of communication, and, it, like other devices of 
communication (such as morse code or computer), indicates 
meanings by means of signals. This relationship of signal 
(form) and meaning is formally referred to as siqne by 
Saussure. But the role of communication is not just limited 
to grammar alone. 
Communication, as an orienting principle, also plays 
a significant role in phonology. Thus, the makeup of the 
phonological units of a language is mainly based on 
•Abdul Azim (1978; : p. 6. 
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communication. For the phonemes are established by contrast 
through minimal and sub-minimal pairs» that is, through dis-
tinctiveness of meaning in minimally different words. This 
is not something new that we doUhe same procedure is followed 
in traditional American phonemics for the "inventory of 
phonemes" 
Furthermore, communication also affects the syntag-
matic makeup of the word in a language. Certain phonemes 
are used more often than others in the various positions of 
the word. That is, some phonemes carry greater communicative 
load than others in the makeup of the word. This concept, 
introduced by Martinet under the term "functional load", 
will be amply illustrated in our chapter on communication. 
(2) Physiological Mechanism 
Signals of language, made up of sounds in the speech 
chain, are produced by a particular physiological mechanism, 
the vocal tract. Humans are endowed with an improved sound 
producing mechanism as a result of which they are able to 
produce a large number of sounds by various manipulations 
and configurations of the vocal tract. Though phonemes 
(abstract sound units) of a language are established by 
way of contrast through minimal pairs (communication), these 
units are also based on the physiology of the vocal tract. 
For the phonemes are systematically projected on the phy-
siological space in terms of what, are traditionally known 
as "manners of articulation" and "points of articulation" 
(or articulators;. Basic physiological parameters in terms 
11 
of Columbia school phnology are outlined below, 
(a) Articulators and Apertures 
Articulators and apertures may be termed the fundamen-
tal parameters for the classification of phonological units. 
For the units of the phonological system are produced by 
combining articulators* singly or in combination* with the 
degrees of aperture from the total closure of the vocal tract 
(as in stops) to the wide open aperture (as in a:)^ The arti-
culators are the adroit organs of the vocal tract which, in 
association with the proximate places of articulation, shape 
and excite the oral cavity in the production of speech sounds. 
The degrees of aperture, on the other hand, refer to the 
vertical openings of the vocal tract with the downward move-
ment of the lower jaw. The articulators are : lower lip'» the 
apex, the medium, the dorsum, the root of the tongue*, the 
velum (as an articulator for the nasal sounds); and the 
larynx. 
The degrees of aperture are : 0-complete stoppage, 
as in the production of p b, etc^ 1- partial stoppage, so 
that air is forced between the articulator and the place of 
articulation, they in contact, as in f v, etc.; 2- no sto-
ppage, but the articulator forming a sufficiently small 
aperture that it can control the stream of air coming from 
the lungs (noise is produced by turbulence as the air stream 
comes in contact with some target), as in s z, etc.; 1^ -
this unusual glottal aperture is used for the production 
of some speech sounds, such as bh dh gh, and voiced hj 
3,4,5,.... - the articulator used to produce resonant cavities 
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with successively larger degrees of aperture. Whereas 
aperture 3 is utilized to produce w i r y , apertures 4 and 
above are used to produce vowels. It may thus be seen that 
all speech sounds (both consonantal and vocalic) are pro-
duced by combining the various degrees of apertures with 
the particular articulators. 
It may be noted that both consonants and vowels are 
classified in terms of the same criteria. Thus» the degrees 
of aperture are used as a single parameter to classify 
stops, fricatives, liquids, and all vowels from close (i u) 
to open (a). Likewise the adroit articulators, rather than 
the passive places of articulation, are used as a parameter 
to classify all speech sounds, both consonantal and vocalic. 
(b) Constriction and Opening 
The degrees of aperture may be divided into two broad 
groups : the constriction apertures (0, 1, l4, 2) and 
opening apertures (3 and above). It may be noted that stops 
(plosives) and fricatives are produced at the constriction 
apertures, whereas the liquids ( w i r y ) and the vowels 
are produced at the opening apertures. 
At the constriction apertures, the articulators are 
in close contact with the places of articulation, and there 
is impediment of air coming from the lungs. As a result, 
articulators can both shape and excite the oral cavity in 
the production of speech sound at these apertures. But as 
the distance between the articulators and the places of 
articulation is greatly increased at the opening apertures. 
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the a r t icu la tors can only shape the vocal cavity for the 
production of speech sounds at these apertures', the exc i -
t a t ion i s provided by the larynx through the vibration of 
the vocal folds. That i s , voicing i s a necessary concomitant 
of the speech sounds produced at the opening apertures. 
Thus, voicelessness i s basic for the stops (p t k, 
e t c . and fricatives (f s x, e t c . ) produced at the cons t r i c -
t ion apertures; voicing through the gloths is therefore an 
added complication in the production of speech sounds (as 
in b d g; V z ^) at these aper tures . On the contrary the 
voicing i s a necessary requirement for the production of 
the l iquids (w 1 r y) and of the vocalic sounds*, voiceless-
ness of speech sounds at the opening apertures is therefore 
a rare phenomenon in the languages of the world. 
Finally i t may be noted that the constriction aper-
tures may be termed absolute in tha t they can be precisely 
defined in terms of the distance between the ar t icula tors 
and the associated places of a r t i c u l a t i o n . The opening 
aper tures , on the other hand, may be termed re la t ive . For 
these apertures do not have fixed ve r t i ca l positions on 
the vocal space; even the number of opening apertures var ies 
from language to language, depending on the number of 
vocalic units in a language. (For further de ta i l s , cf. 
Diagram 1-1, comment 2 ) . 
(c) Clearly Audible and Less Clearly Audible 
Another broad division of the degrees of aperture 
may be based on the c lear ly audible versus less clearly 
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audible speech sounds. The less clearly audible sounds 
produced at apertures 0^ , 1, 2 and 3, include all consonants 
(stops, fricatives, and liquids), whereas the clearly audi-
ble sounds, occuring at apertures 4 and above, include all 
the vowels. Thus, this grouping corresponds to the traditio-
nal division of the speech sounds into consonants and vowels. 
In the syntagmatic organization of the word, it may 
be noted that the clearly audible sounds (vowels) are the 
keystones, which are flanked by the less clearly audible 
sounds (consonants). (For further details, cf. Diagram l-s-l 
comment 3). 
(d) Role of Larynx in the Production of Sounds 
Larynx contains the two sensitive and highly flexi-
ble vocal folds. As highly adroit articulators, these folds 
can bring about the production of glottal stop, voicing, 
pitch levels (tones and intonation), and aspiration. The 
vocal folds may assume four glottal configurations. 
Total Closure 
When the two vocal folds come in close contact, they 
make a temporary closure at the glottis, producing what is 
known as 'glottal stop'. 
Narrow Slit 
The vocal folds can also form a narrow slit through 
which the air from the lungs is forced out, setting the 
edges of these folds into vibration. This vibration, 
technically known as voice, is superimposed on voiceless 
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stops (p t k» etc.) and voiceless fricatives (f s x, etc.) 
to produce voiced stops (b d g,etc.) and voiced fricatives 
(v z ^ , etc.). 
Wide Triangle 
Vocal folds also form a wide triangular configura-
tion for the production of voiceless h (visarga) and voice-
less aspirates (ph th kh, etc.). 
Narrow Triangle 
The vocal folds may also form a narrow triangular 
configuration (exactly half the size of the wider triangle 
formed during the production of voiceless h) to produce 
voiced h and voiced aspirates (bh dh gh, etc.). 
(e) Hierarchy of Adroitness of Lingual Articulators 
In view of their differing musculature, the various 
parts of the tongue (apex» medium, dorsum, and post dorsum), 
used as articulators, are not uniform in^their degrees of 
adroitness. Of all the supraglottal articulators, the apex 
of the tongue is the most adroit. For, due to its thin, 
light-weight structure and its triangular shape, apex can 
be moved freely across the length and breadth of the vocal 
tract. On the opposite end of the apex, among the lingual 
articulators, is the post dorsum or the root of the tongue. 
Hinged to the back of the oral cavity, the root functions 
as a hilt to the entire tongue in general and to the 
dorsum in particular. The thick, massy musculature of the 
root, therefore, makes it the least adroit of the lingual 
articulators. The massy rectangular dorsum, supported by 
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the root, has the most flexible musculature after the apex, 
among the lingual articulators. Finally, it can reasonably 
be assumed that the medium of the tongue is more adroit 
than the root and less adroit than the dorsum. For the 
massy rectangular musculature of the medium can be tightened 
to act as a hilt for the apex. 
Thus, the four lingual articulators can be placed on 
the scale of adroitness, as in diagram 0-1. 
Apex -p Most Adroit 
Dorsum -- More Adroit 
Medium -- Less Adroit 
Post Dorsum -L Least Adroit 
(or Root) 
Diagram 0-1. Scale of Adroitness of Lingual 
Articulators 
Inasmuch as the lingual articulators and the 
labia are closely linked with each other in the produc-
tion of speech sounds, we may have a de facto placement 
of the lower lip on the scale of adroitness of lingual 
articulators. The fleshy musculature of the lower lip 
makes it a highly flexible articulator that may be placed 
below the apex and above the medium (somewhere close to 
dorsum) on the scale of adroitness of articulators. 
(f) The Medium-Dorsum Mass as the Articulator for Vowels 
As pointed out above, the non-apical portions of 
the tongue have greater physical mass than has the apex. 
The heavy mass, the positioning, and the rectangular 
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shape of the medium-dorsum, in combination with the labia, 
are ideally suited for the formation of two resonant 
cavities, one in front and one behind the mass of the 
medium-dorsum, that are needed in the production of 
clearly audible sounds, generally referred to as vowels. 
On the contrary, the apex, with its triangular shape and 
light mass, is not suitable for forming resonance chambers! 
for the production of vocalic sounds. It may be noted that 
the excitation for the resonant cavities is provided by 
the larynx through the vibration of the glottis. 
The musculature of the medium-dorsum mass may be 
divided into three articulators — the medium, front 
dorsum, and back dorsum, traditionally known as "front", 
"central", and "back". These articulators, along with labia, 
combine with apertures 4 and above to produce, potentially 
a large number of clearly audible sounds. 
(g) Asymmetry of the Vocal Tract 
As pointed out by Martinet, the Vocal tract is 
asymmetrical. This asymmetry is mainly caused by the 
angle of the jaws. With its vertex at the joint of the 
upper and lower jaws, this angle is formed when the oral 
cavity is opened by the movement of the lower jaw. As a 
result, the medial ("front") articulator has more vertical 
space for maneuver than does the back dorsal ("back") 
articulator. 
This asymmetry in the physiology of the vocal tract 
has its impact on the makeup and distribution of 
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phonological units, both consonantal and vocalic. Given 
the disparity in the vertical space in the front and the 
back of the vocal tract, we expect that more phonological 
units may be formed by the front articulator than by the 
back articulator. This is particularly significant for 
the vocalic units of a language, for we find that quite a 
few languages have fewer vowels in the back than in the 
front. 
(3) Acoustic Medium 
Language signals are transmitted through a parti-
cular medium, the acoustic. Therefore, acoustic medium, as 
an orienting principle, becomes significant in the analysis 
of speech sounds, both consonantal and vocalic. 
Thus, vocalic sounds can be acoustically analyzed 
and properly identified in terms of the frequencies of 
the first three formants (Fn, F^t F3) as seen in the sound 
spectrograms. Likewise, for the identification and classi-
fication of consonantal sounds, the acoustic cues are 
obtained through spectrographic research. 
It is worth noting that breakthroughs have been 
made in the analysis of speech sounds through acoustic 
research. For example, in their study of the stop cate-
gories across languages, Lisker and Abramson have succe-
ssfully demonstrated that at least three stop types (b d 
g, etc; p t k, etc? ph th kh, etc.) can be clearly dis-
tinguished from one another by the single phenomenon of 
voice onset time. But, as they have themselves pointed 
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out, the characteristics of the fourth stop category, the 
voiced aspirates (bh dh gh, etc.) cannot be accounted for 
by the voice onset continuum alone. 
As for the voiced h and the voiced aspirates, they 
can be properly analyzed in terms of both physiology and 
acoustics. For the '* breathy voice" in these sounds is 
produced when the air from the lungs is forced through an 
unusual, narrow triangular configuration of the glottis. 
(Cf. 0.3.1.(2)(d), and 1.1.1.(6).) 
Finally, some vocalic categories can also be 
analyzed in terms of physiologico-acoustic rationale. It 
is to be noted that a large resonance chamber is formed, 
extending from the glottis to the medium, for the produc-
tion of the front vowels. And notwithstanding the angle 
of the jaws, there is sufficient vertical space in this 
chamber above the medium. This large chamber is more than 
adequate for the production and perception of front vowels. 
On the other hand, a much smaller chamber, from the glottis 
to the back dorsum, xs formed in the production of back 
vowels. It is to be noted that the width of this chamber 
is greatly reduced because of the angle of the jaws. As 
a result, the vocalic distinctions at the back dorsum 
would require greater precision of control in the produc-
tion of the back vowels and painstaking effort in the 
perception of these vowels. This problem is solved by the 
formation of another resonance chamber from the back 
dorsum to the lips, through the rounding of the lips. 
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For the vocalic distinctions made at the back dorsum are 
amplified through this front chamber. That is why, rounding 
of the back vowels and the converse unroundedness of the 
front vowels is widespread in the languages of the world. 
(4) Human Behavior 
Language is unique in that it alone is used as a 
vehicle of communication by human beings themselves, and 
not by manmade tools* as is the case with other devices of 
communication, such as traffic light system or morse code. 
As such, language is a particular instance of human 
behavior. 
Humans seek a minimax solution between accomplish-
ment and effort (maximum output with minimum input] in all 
their endeavors. This same psychological trait of human 
beings is manifest in the functioning of language. In 
language, the minimax solution is achieved by the human 
beings through human traits of intelligence and laziness. 
Human intelligence or problem solving ability makes 
it possible to put together messages of a much higher 
degree of complexity and to infer the point of communica-
tion even on the basis of quite meagre information. The 
inference is made through intelligence with the help of 
speech surroundings or contexts. Human laziness, on the 
other hand, refers to the economy of effort, that is, a 
general avoidance of the use of a greater degree of pre-
cision than is necessary for the accomplishment of any 
given task. Thus, the power of inference and the economy 
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human l a z i n e s s . And i t i s both inference and economy 
t h a t t o g e t h e r provide human r a t i o n a l e for the analysis of 
a language, both phonological and grammatical . 
F i n a l l y , i t may be noted t h a t qu i t e a few phonolo-
g i c a l skewings in the number of u n i t s and t h e i r frequency 
of u sage , as encountered in languages , are explainable in 
terms of human behavior . For example, i t i s through human 
t r a i t of t he economy of e f fo r t t h a t we pred ic t the p re -
ference of speech sounds (such a s , p t k) produced by 
fewer a r t i c u l a t o r s over speech sounds (such a s , b d g) 
produced by more a r t i c u l a t o r s . 
(5) Vis ion 
Vision plays a role in conversation, as it does in 
other interactions between people. Even in speech, though 
we talk with our vocal organs, we also communicate through 
gestures, which are observed by the hearer. Further, of 
the vocal organs, the labia are so visible that their 
movement can clearly be observed in speech by the hearer. 
That is why, the deaf are often taught to recognize a 
speaker's words through lip reading. 
Like physiology and acoustics, the vision as an 
orienting principle applies only to phonology. Further, 
even in phonology, the role of vision is mainly confined 
to the syntagmatic organization of the word. For example, 
the visibility of the labia makes the labial consonants 
ideally suited to appear in comparatively large numbers 
(vis-a-vis the apical, dorsal or medial consonants) in 
the communicatively important word initial position. 
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0.3.2. Double Articulation 
Double articulation of language refers to the mani-
festation of language on two different planes. The first 
articulation of language is that whereby every fact of 
experience that is communicated, is analyzed into a succe-
ssion of siqnes, each of which is composed of a vocal form 
(signal) and a meaning. Although their number is quite high, 
these siqnes, both lexical and grammatical, frequently recur 
in the speech chain, and thus partake in the economy of 
articulation in a language. Further, a different kind of 
economy is achieved in that an infinite number of messages 
are conveyed through the meaning of each of these siqnes by 
means of human intelligence. 
Each of the units of the first articulation, as pointed 
out above, has a signal and a meaning. The signal part of 
the signal-meaning units cannot be further analyzed into 
smaller meaningful units. At the same time, however, it is 
very much possible to subdivide the signal part of these 
units into smaller units, each distinct from the other on 
the basis of the phoneme principle. These limited number of 
distinctive phonemes recur, on a large-scale, in different 
combinations to form an entire inventory of the signals as 
morphemes and words of a language. This vast economy achieved 
through a handful of (10-60) distinctive phonological units, 
is termed the second articulation of language. 
Finally, it may be noted that the concept of '•double 
articulation" , based on economy of articulation, is fully 
developed by Andre Martinet, and has become a criterion 
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for distinguishing phonology from grammar, particularly in 
the theoretical framework of Columbia school linguistics. 
0,3.3. Phonemic Inventory versus Phonological Grid 
The concept of •• phonemic inventory" is particularly 
associated with American descriptive linguistics, and is 
considerably different from the " phonological grid" of 
Columbia school linguistics. 
Traditional American phonemicists seem to regard the 
"phonemic inventory'* of a language as a mere collection 
or listing of phonemes of that language. To be sure, this 
listing is presented with reference to points of articulation 
and manner of articulation for the consonants, and in terms 
of part of the tongue raised and height of the tongue raised 
for the vowels. However, these reference points are just 
names for the convenient identification of the phonemes of 
a language. Further, the criteria of pattern congruity and 
economy utilized in descriptive phonemics do not seem to be 
relevant to the actual manifestation of the phonology of a 
language. 
Unlike phonemic inventory, phonological grid is 
characterized by its organization in terms of articulators 
and apertures based on physiology and acoustics. 
Furthermore, rather than a mere listing of phonemes, 
phonological grid is a paradigm of phonological units; that 
is, these units are interrelated with each other. 
As noted above, different reference points are used 
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to identify the consonants (points and manners of articu-
lation) and the vowels (part and height of the tongue) in 
the inventory of phonemes. It may however be noted that the 
same parameters (articulators and apertures) are used to 
classify both consonants and vowels in the phonological 
grid. 
0.3.4. Syntagmatic versus Paradigmatic Relations 
Based on the concepts of '• syntagmatic" versus 
"associative" relations, introduced by Ferdinand de 
Saussure with particular reference to lexicon and grammar, 
the Prague school phonologist N. Trubetzkoy advanced the 
diachotomy of syntagmatic versus paradigmatic relations to 
particularly refer to phonology. 
Syntagmatic relation in phonology refers to the 
combinatory relation of phonological units in a linear 
sequence in the written text or the speech chain. On the 
other hand, paradigmatic relation refers to the inter-
relationship of phonological units in the paradigm of 
these units. The establishment of phonological grid, as 
outlined in the preceding section, is mainly based on the 
paradigmatic relationship of phonological units. 
0.3.5. Substance and Value in Phonological Analysis 
Substance refers to the directly observable physical 
properties of phonological units as they appear in the 
speech chain. Although it can scientifically be studied in 
terms of acoustics, the substance can also be identified by 
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physiological criteria. In contrast, the value of the phono-
logical units is determined by their interrelationship with 
each other in the phonological paradigm. Thus, both subs-
tance and value play a significant role in the establishment 
of phonological units. 
The concept of value was formally introduced by 
Ferdinand de Saussure at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. It may be noted that Saussure's contemporaries of 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, particularly 
the Neogrammarians, were steeped in substance. As a 
reaction, Saussure highlighted the role of value at the 
expense of substance. 
Afterwards, Saussure*s concept of value was formally 
adopted by the European schools of linguistics. In phonology, 
the rigorous application of value relation can clearly be 
seen in the works of Trubetzkoy and Jakobson. These Prague 
school phonologists claimed that study of phonology should 
ideally be entirely independant of substance. They thus 
define phonetics to be the study of substance of sounds 
and phonology to be the study of value relationships. 
Unlike Saussure and the Prague school linguists, 
Andr^ Martinet emphasized the importance of weighing both 
substance and value on equal scales. Following Martinet, 
intensive research has been conducted in Columbia school 
of linguistics, with the assumption that both substance 
and value are equally important for any analysis in 
linguistics. 
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As implicitly stated in section 0.3.3, the makeup 
of the phonological grid is determined by both the substan-
tive characteristics of the phonological units and the 
value relationship of these units in the paradigm, 
0.3.6. Validation of the Analysis 
The postulated phonological units that make up the 
grid and form the morphemes and words of a language are the 
result of the analysis carried out on the basis of the 
observed data (sounds in the speech chainj on the one hand, 
and in terms of the motivating principles (communication, 
physiology, etc.) on the other. The procedure of validating 
the hypothesized phonological units, both in the paradigm 
and in the syntagmatic organization of the word, is, in 
principle, the reverse of the analytical procedure. That, 
is, we prove that what we have hypothesized, is fully 
justified in terms of the orienting principles, and that 
it provides a close fit with the observed phenomena. In 
practice, both procedures (analysis and validation) go 
hand in hand, though it is only the validated analysis that 
is presented as the finished product. 
In validating a phonological analysis, we parti-
cularly look for skewings. For they are readily observable, 
both in the formation of units in the phonological paradigm 
and in their frequencies of occurrence in the word. As a 
matter of fact, the frequency counts provide reinforce-
ment, through statistical support, to the validity of the 
phonological analysis. For the point of validation is a 
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demonstration that the skewings are produced by the orient-
ing principles themselves. 
Section 0.4. Scope of the Study 
The present phonological analysis of Calcutta Urdu 
is limited both in the utilization of the data and in the 
application of the orienting principles for phonology. 
The data is limited in that only the monosyllabic 
words have been collected and analyzed on an exhaustive 
basis. In fact, the quantitative validation in terms of 
frequency counts is based on only the monosyllabic words. 
However, we have also utilized bisyllabic ard longer words 
for illustrative examples (as in contrast through minimal 
pairs) in the present work. 
As mentioned earlier, the phonological analysis 
of a language or dialect is to be justified in terms of 
the five orienting principles, namely, communication, 
physiological mechanism, acoustic medium, human behavior 
(psychology) and vision. But the present phonological ana-
lysis of Calcutta Urdu is primarily carried out in terms 
of only one orienting principle, namely, communication. As 
it is not possible to form the phonological grid without 
recourse to physiological mechanism, we have also partially 
made use of this principle in the phonological analysis 
presented in this dissertation. A complete phonological 
analysis of Calcutta Urdu in terms of all the five orienting 
principles will be taken up in our doctoral research. 
CHAPTER 1 
Physiological Base of Calcutta Urdu Phonology i A Brief Account 
In this chapter* we briefly study the role that physio-
logical mechanism, plays in the phonology of Calcutta Urdu* Our 
presentation here is limited m that it does not Include all 
the physiological factors that play a role in the phonology of 
a language or a dialect. For we treat only two aspects of 
Calcutta Urdu phonology in terms of physiological mechanism as 
an orienting principle : (1^ the role of physiology in the 
paradigmatic makeup of the phonological units : the phonolo-
gical grid, and (2; the impact of the hierarchy of adroitness 
of articulators on the distribution of phonological units in 
the syntagmatic organization of the word. The other physio-
logical factors that affect the makeup and distribution of 
phonological units in Calcutta Urdu will be fully treated when 
we take up our doctoral research. 
This chapter is composed of three sections. In section 
1.1, we present and justify the phonological grid of Calcutta 
Urdu. In section 1.2, we analyze the distribution of the con-
sonantal units in the syntagmatic organization of the word in 
terms of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. In 
section 1.3, we present the summary with the concluding remarks 
on the physiological base of Calcutta Urdu phonology. 
Section 1.1. Presentation of the Phonological Grid of Calcutta 
Urdu 
The makeup of the phonological units in the phonological 
grid of a language or a dialect is motivated by four orienting 
principles, namely, communication, physiological mechanism. 
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acoustic medium, and human behavior. It may however be noted 
that the establishment of these units in the paradigm (the 
grid) is primarily based on communication and physiological 
mechanism. Thus, of the 54 phonological units established for 
Calcutta Urdu, 50 units, traditionally called " phonemes" , are 
first determined by way of contrast through minimal pairs in 
terms of communication. (For details, cf. Chapter 2). These 
communicatively based phonological units are then placed, on 
the basis of their phonetic substance, on the intersections of 
the relevant physiological axes of articulators and apertures. 
(For remaining 4 units, 5ee comment (4) below.) 
Thus, in teiras of physiological mechanism and communi-
cation (supported by other orienting principles), we postulate 
54 phonological units for Calcutta Urdu : 34 consonants and ^ 
vowels. Following the traditional terminology, we may classify 
the 34 consonants into ^  stops, 5 nasals, 2 fricatives, and 
7 liquids. The 20 vowels comprise JL6 monophthongs and 4 
diphthongs. The 16_ monophthongs are further classified into 
10 long vowels (5 oral and 5 nasal) and 6 short vowels (J 
oral and 3 nasal). Of the 4 diphthongs, 2 are oral and 2 
nasal. The network of these 54 phonological units set up at 
the relevant intersections of articulators and apertures, 
termed the phonological grid of Calcutta Urdu, is presented in 
Diagram 1-1. Brief comments on the various aspects of this 
grid are then offered in subsection 1.1.1. 
1.1.1. Comooents on the Phonological Grid of Calcutta Urdu 
As noted earlier, the phonological grid of Calcutta 
Urdu (Diagram 1-1) is established on the basis of four 
ARTICULATORS LABIUM APEX-» APEX-> MEDIUM FRONT BACK VELUM GLOTTIS 
APERTURES TEETH PALATE DORSUM DORSUM 
Interaction 
iwith 
iBack Dorsum I/' 
Diagram 1-1: Phonological Grid of Calcutta Urdu 
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Orienting principles, namely, communication, physiology, 
acoustics, and human behavior. It may however be noted that 
here our comments will mainly be restricted to the physiologi-
cal justification of this phonological grid. 
(1) Mechanics of Diagraming 
The Calcutta Urdu phonological grid (Diagram 1-1) has 
been drawn in such a way that it successfully highlights the 
physiological characteristics of Calcutta Urdu phonological 
units. 
Here the phonological units are classified horizontally 
in terms of articulators and vertically in terms of apertures. 
The phonological units are represented or symbolized 
by both lower case and capital letters. It may be noted that 
V, A and N are abstract units of V(oicing), A(spiration) and 
N(asality). 
The black solid lines connecting the letters show the 
interrelationship of units in t^ e grid. The single red solid 
lines indicate the voicing (coming from V on aperture 1 at 
glottis). The blue solid lines connect the voiced aspirated 
units of the system (aspiration comes from h (voiced) on 
aperture Ix at glottis). The blue broken line connects the 
A (voiceless) of aperture 2 with voiceless aspirated units at 
aperture 0. The green solid lines represent the interrelation-
ship of nasal consonants and N on the one hand, and between 
the nasalized vowels and N on the other. 
It may further be noted that the red broken line shows 
the interaction of w with back dorsum. The black broken lines 
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connect the diphthongs ai and au to their base units A at 
aperture 7 and y and w respectively at aperture 3. 
Red double solid linee divide the entire grid into 
constrictions (from aperture j? through 2) and openings 
(from aperture 3 through 8). The division of the grid into 
clearly audible (from 4 through 8) and less clearly audible 
(from ;^  through3)i6indicated by the green double solid lines. 
Arrows, as in apex —> teeth; and apex —> palate, 
signify that apex is the common articulator to establish 
contact with two points of articulation, namely, the teeth 
and the hard palate. The forks at aperture 3, signal that 
though the forked phonological units are at the intersection 
of the same articulator and the same aperture, distinction 
has to be made in terms of their physiological makeup, 
( 2) Constrictions versus Openings 
Two types of apertures are to be distinguished in the 
phonological grid of Calcutta Urdu (Diagram 1-1) : The cons-
triction apertures of Calcutta Urdu extend from p through 2 
and include 20 stops, 5 nasals, and 2 fricatives. The opening 
apertures, on the other hand, extend from 3 through 8 ana 
include 7 liquids and 20 vowels (16 monophthongs and 4 diph-
thongs) . 
As pointed out in the theoretical background (cf.0.3.2iib) 
above), the phonological units formed at constriction aper-
tures are marked by the close contact of the articulators 
with the associated places of articulation. Due to this close 
contact and narrow distance between the degrees of constric-
tion apertures, they can be measured in exact or absolute 
terms. Further, inasmuch as the local supraglottal articula-
tor, in combination with constriction apertures can both 
shape and excite the vocal cavity in the production of phono-
logical units at these small apertures, there is no obli-
gatory, physiological requirement to utilize an extra arti-
culator, such as larynx, for the production of these units. 
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Thus, voiceiessness is basic and simplest phenomenon in the 
production of phonological units of constrict ion apertures. 
To be sure, both voiced and aspirated phonological units are 
formed at these apertures. But these units are physiologically 
more complex, as they require the use of larynx as an extra 
a r t i cu l a to r . 
In contradistinction to the small and absolutely 
defined apertures of cons t r ic t ion , the apertures of opening 
are large, and their position v is -a-vis each other , can only 
be defined in re la t ive terms. I t is to be noted that as the 
opening apertures are large, the local supraglot tal a r t i -
cula tor can only shape the vocal cavity, the required exci-
t a t i o n , for the production of phonological u n i t s , i s brought 
about by introducing the vibration of the g l o t t i s . Thus, 
voicing i s a necessary concomitant in the production of 
phonological units a t opening apertures . Therefore, i t i s not 
surprising that we find only the voiced phonological units 
a t these apertures for Calcutta Urdu. 
( 3) Clearly Audible versus Less Clearly Audible 
As seen in the phonological grid of Calcutta Urdu 
(Diagram 1-1), there i s another broad division of p^jonolo-
g ica l units based on physiology and acoustics : the clearly 
audible (apertures 4 to 8) , and less clearly audible 
(aperturesJZ^ to 3) . This d i s t inc t ion is para l le l to the 
t r ad i t iona l c lass i f ica t ion of speech sounds into the 
"vowels" and the "consonants". 
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I t i s well known that the speech sounds are produced 
through the con t ro l of the musculature of the vocal t r a c t . The 
b a s i c requirement i s tha t the sounds produced be suf f ic ien t ly 
a u d i b l e , i f the communication i s to be t ransmit ted from one 
person to ano ther . 
In the production of the c l e a r l y audible sounds I the 
vowels) t i t may be noted tha t the roedium-dorsum mass as a r t i -
c u l a t o r d ivides the vocal cavity i n to two c a v i t i e s , the front 
and the back, each with i t s own resonant frequency. Whereas the 
medium or dorsum as a t r i c u l a t o r determines both the s ize and 
the opening of the back cavi ty , t h i s medial or dorsa l a r t i c u -
l a t o r can only con t ro l the s ize of the f ron t cav i ty ; the 
opening of the f ront cavity i s determined by the posi t ioning 
of the l i p s . But i t i s noteworthy t h a t the medium-dorsum and 
the labium as sup rag lo t t a l a r t i c u l a t o r s can only shape the two 
resonan t c a v i t i e s . For i t i s the v i b r a t i o n of the vocal folds 
t h a t ex c i t e s the two cav i t i e s in the production of the c lear ly 
audib le sounds. F i n a l l y , i t may be noted t h a t i r r e spec t ive of 
the v a r i a t i o n s in the size and opening of the two resonant 
c a v i t i e s in the production of the va r ious c l e a r l y audible 
SQDunds, there i s no impediment in the flow of a i r coming from 
the lungs through the vocal t r a c t . 
In comparison, the speech sounds produced a t apertures 
0 to 3 ( s t o p s , f r i c a t i v e s , l i q u i d s ) , a re l e s s c lea r ly audible. 
For these consonantal sounds are produced by impeding to a 
g r e a t e r or l e s s e r degree the a i r pass ing through the vocal 
cav i ty by means of the vocal organs . 
The impact of the two-way c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of phonological 
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units in terms of audibility, can clearly be seen in the use 
of these units In the formation of morphemes and words.The 
clearly audible units of a language regularly form what Pro-
fessor Diver calls the keystone in the arch of the structure 
of the morpheme. It is rare indeed to construct a word without 
one of the clearly audible units as keystone. In fact, the 
clearly audible units may be used alone as keystone for the 
formation of morphemes, as in Calcutta Urdu a: 'come'. But 
generally, the less clearly audible units are placed in flan-
king position, before and after the keystone, in the formation 
of the morpheme. The clearly audible and the less clearly 
audible units are thus termed the keystone and the flanking 
members in the syntagmatic organization of the word. 
(A) Phonemes versus Phonological Units 
At first glance, the phonological units (in the grid) 
and the " phonemes" (in the inventory; of a language show 
apparent similarities, but there are characteristic differences 
between them. Thus, postulated phonological units of Calcutta 
Urdu (Diagram 1-1) differ in their maKeup and organization, 
when compared with the " phonemes" presented in the " phonemic 
inventory" of this dialect of Urdu (Cf. Chapter 2, Diagram 
2-1.) 
As pointed out earlier in the Introduction (cf. 0.3.3;, 
the phonologicao. units in the grid are organized in terms of 
articulators and apertures mainly based on the physiology 
of the vocal tract. The establishment of the phonological units 
at the intersections of the relevant axes of articulators and 
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apertures i s based on the substantive character is t ics of 
these un i t s . Further, what i s more important from our point 
of view i s the fact that these phonological units are tied 
with each other in terras of the value relat ionships which are 
most s ignif icant in the paradigmatic makeup of the gr id . 
I t i s to be noted that the American Structural l i n -
guis t s formally establish the phonemes of a language through 
subs t i tu t iona l -d i s t r ibu t iona l c r i t e r i a in pract ice . But they 
resor t to meaning d i s t inc t ions , in minimal and sub-minimal 
pairs of words for the establishment of these phonemes. Inas-
much as 'meaning' i s considered a taboo in the phonemic 
analysis of American Structural l i ngu i s t i c s , the descriptive 
phonemcists do not seen to recognize the role of ••eaning' in 
the establishment of phonemes. For us , however, communication 
as an orienting principle j u s t i f i e s the use of meaning in the 
phonological ana lys is . In fac t , the phonemes of Calcutta Urdu 
have been established in terms of dis t inct iveness of meaning in 
minimal and subminimal pai rs . 
Thus, the phonological units projected a t the i n t e r -
sections of the relevant physiological axes (a r t i cu la tors and 
apertures} in the grid of Calcutta Urdu include a l l the 
"phonemes'* , in addition to some "posit ional va r ian t s" 
('• allophones" ; . I t i s to be noted that only those non-dis-
t inc t ive posit ional var iants , whose phonetic substances fa l l 
at the in tersec t ions of a r t icu la tors and apertures, are 
elevated to the s ta tus of full-fledged phonological un i t s . 
Therefore, the number of phonological units as presented in 
the grid (Diagram 1-1} of Calcutta Urdu, i s higher (54) than 
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the number of phonemes (50) as presented in the phonemic inven-
tory of t h i s Urdu d i a l e c t . (Cf. Diagram 2 - 1 . ; The A pos i t i ona l 
v a r i a n t s (from the t r a d i t i o n a l viewpoint; tha t are r a i s ed to 
the s t a t u s of phonological u n i t s , are the apico-^palatal n and 
the medial fi (nasa l s ) a t aper tu re 0 and the apico-^palatal 1 
and r h a t aper ture 3 . 
s 
( 5 ; S ta tus of N, V and A as Phonological Units 
The phonological u n i t s V(o ic ing) , A(spi ra t ion) and 
N ( a l i t y ; have a d i f f e r e n t s t a t u s , as compared to o the r phono-
l o g i c a l u n i t s , in the gr id of Calcut ta Urdu (cf. Diagram 1-1). 
Unlilce other phonological u n i t s V, A and N do not occur as 
sepa ra t e ind iv idua l e n t i t i e s in the speech chain. Rather , they 
a r e superimposed on the independent phonological u n i t s (both 
consonantal and voca l ic ) of Calcut ta Urdu. 
Furthermore l i k e o ther phonological u n i t s , V, A and N 
a r e a l s o derived by the combination of a r t i c u l a t o r s and aper-
t u r e s . I t may be noted t h a t a l l phonological un i t s are abs-
t r a c t i o n s , but V, A and N rep resen t a higher degree of abs t rac -
t i o n than the o ther un i t s of the g r i d . 
The makeup of V, A and N i s taken up below: 
V: This phonological uni t i s es tab l i shed a t the i n t e r s e c t i o o of the 
g l o t t a l axis ho r i zon t a l l y and the axis of aper ture 1 v e r t i -
c a l l y , in the phonological g r id of Calcut ta Urdu. 
I t i s to be noted tha t voicing to a l l the suprag lo t tax 
phonological u n i t s , which are termed " voiced" (excep t 
a s p i r a t e d voiced u n x t s ) , i s provided by the g l o t t a l un i t V. 
Thus, a l l the s u p r a g l o t t a l phonological un i t s of Calcu t ta 
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Urdu formed a t ape r tu res 3 through 8, except rh , a re produced 
in combination with the vCoic ingj . Fur ther , the V in combina-
t ion with aper ture 0 produces unaspirated voiced s tops and 
n a s a l s . 
The phonological un i t A(spi ra t ion) f a l l s a t the i n t e r -
sec t ion of G lo t t i s and aper tu re 2 . The sup rag lo t t a l vo ice less 
a s p i r a t e d stops of Calcut ta Urdu are produced a t ape r tu re 1 in 
combination with A a t aper ture 2 (cf . Diagram i - 1 ) . 
N : The phonological un i t N ( a s t i t y ; i s projected a t the i n t e r -
s e c t i o n of the a r t i c u l a t o r velum and the aper ture 3 . I t i s 
to be noted tha t the lowering of the velum allows the a i r to 
pass through the nasa l cavi ty as well as through the o ra l 
cav i ty and hence, f a c i l i t a t e s the production of nasa l conso-
nan ts and nasal ized vowels of Calcutta Urdu (cf . Diagram 1-1). 
The N(asa l l ty ) a t aper ture 3 combines with r e l e v a n t 
a r t i c u l a t o r s a t aper tu re 0 to produce the nasal consonants of 
Calcut ta Urdu. The nasa l ized vowels of Calcutta Urdu a re 
produced by the medium and the two-part dorsum a t ape r tu r e 4 
through 8, again in combination with the N a t a p e r t u r e - 3 . 
(6) The Production of V, A and the Voiced h 
As shown in Diagram 1-1, the phonological g r id of 
Calcu t ta Urdu has three phonological u n i t s a t the g l o t t i s : 
The V(oicing) a t ape r tu re 1, the A^spirat ion) a t ape r tu re 2 
and the voiced h a t ape r tu re 1-K . The g l o t t a l conf igura t ions 





Diagram 1-2: Configurations of the Vocal Folds in the 
Production of V, h, and A 
We now briefly discuss the three glottal configurations for V, 
h and A, as shown in the above diagram. 
V: In the production of v(oicing;, the vocal folds form 
a narrow slit at aperture 1. The edges of the two vocal folds 
vibrate as the air from the lungs is forced through them. The 
Voice thus produced combines with supraglottal articulations at 
different apertures to produce many phonological units of Cal-
cutta Urdu uf. Chapter 1:1.1.1(5;.) 
The glottal position assumed during the production of 
Vioicing; is considered natural. For this glottal configuration 
is also utilized for other non-linguistic functions. 
A: The Vocal folds form a wide triangular configuration 
during the production of A( spiration;, Sufficient air from the 
lungs is required to push through this relatively larger opening 
of the vocal folds. This voiceless A(spirationj produced at 
aperture 2 combines with simple supraglottal units, such as p 
t k at aperture j2f, to produce complex units such as ph th kh, 
in Calcutta Urdu. 
The glottal configuration assumed during the production 
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of A(spiration; or the voiceless h is also considered natural. 
For this glottal configuration is also utilized in other non-
linguistic biological functions like hard breathing. 
Voiceh h : During the production of voiced h in some Indo-
Aryan languages and dialects, including Calcutta Urdu, the vocal 
folds assume a narrow triangular configuration that is exactly 
half the size of the wider triangle formed in the production of 
voiceless h and the voiceless aspirates discussed above. 
The voiced h also combines with the simple supraglottal 
phonological units, such as p t tc at aperture jZJ, to produce 
complex units, such as the voiced aspirates bh dh gh, in Calcutta 
Urdu. Finally, it may be noted that unlike V and A, the voiced 
h is also used as an independent phonological unit in Calcutta 
Urdu. 
The glottal configuration in the production of voiced h 
is considered to be unnatural. For this unusual configuration of 
the glottis is not utilized for any other non-linguistic func-
tion by the human beings. 
(7) Four Stop categories 
The phonological grid of Calcutta Urdu presents a network 
of 20 stops which are projected at the intersections of aperture 
0 and the relevant articulators. The 20 stop units of Calcutta 
Urdu are, p ph b bh, t th d dh, t th d dh, c ch h j jh, k kh 
g gh. These s tops are of four types : the vo i ce l e s s stops (p ph 
t th t th c ch k k h } , the voiced s tops (b bh d dh d dh j jh 
. • • • 
g gh) , the unaspi ra ted s tops ( p b t d t d c j k g ) , and the 
asp i ra ted s tops (ph bh t h dh th dh ch jh kh gh; . 
(8) Uni ts Formed a t Two Poin ts of A r t i c u l a t i o n with the Same 
A r t i c u l a t o r : Apico-fdentals v_s Apico-^Palatals 
Two orders of d i s t i n c t phonological un i t s are produced, 
in Calcu t ta Urdu, with the same a r t i c u l a t o r , v i z , apex. The apex, 
a highly a d r o i t a r t i c u l a t o r , when comes in contact with the 
• t e e t h ' , produces apico-Kiental u n i t s — t th d dh 1 n s r . The 
apex a l so comes in contac t with the ' p a l a t e ' in the production 
of the apico->palatal (o r •' r e t rof lex '* ) u n i t s — t th d dh i n 
r r h . 
I t i s important to note t h a t although most of the phono-
l o g i c a l u n i t s of apico-^dental and apico-»palatal axes are ch»-
r a c t e r i z e d by d i s t i n c t i v e n e s s and a re recognized as opposing 
phonemes, two apico-*palatal u n i t s , namely, n i have a non-
d i s t i n c t i v e opposi t ion with t h e i r apico-»dental counterpar ts n l . 
(Cf. Comment (4) above.; 
Fu r the r , i t may be noted t h a t some apico-»dental phono-
l o g i c a l u n i t s of Calcut ta Urdu show v a r i a t i o n in t h e i r place of 
a r t i c u l a t i o n . The place of a r t i c u l a t i o n for the un i t s 1 r n 
ranges from upper t ee th to a lveo la r r i d g e , although these uni t s 
are c l e a r l y rea l i zed as apico->dental before the ap ico-^en ta l 
s t o p s . Inasmuch as we do not have d i s t i n c t i o n between the 
apico-^-dental and the ap i co -a lveo l a r , we have disregarded t h i s 
v a r i a t i o n and have s e t up only one a x i s , namely, apex -^  t e e t h , 
fo r Calcu t ta Urdu. 
{9) Un i t s Formed with Two A r t i c u l a t o r s : Labio-Dorsals 
Two a r t i c u l a t o r s a r e combined in the makeup of some 
phonological un i t s in Calcutta Urdu. That i s , the phonological 
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u n i t w ^semi-vowel) a t aperture 3 and vowels u; u: 13 % o: 0: a t 
aper tu re 4 through 6, placed in the column of back dorsum in the 
gr id ^Diagram 1 - i ) , are simultaneously produced by two a r t i c u -
l a t o r s : Back dorsum and Labium. That labium (for l ip-rounding) 
i s employed as an add i t iona l a r t i c u l a t o r for the back dorsal 
vowels and semi-rvowel i s not a c c i d e n t a l . There i s de f in i t e 
acous t i c r a t i o n a l e for the simultaneous use of the two a r t i c u -
l a t o r s . (Cf. In t roduc t ion : 0 . 3 . 1 ( 3 ) ) . A de ta i l ed account of t h i s 
acous t ic r a t i o n a l e w i l l be taken up in our doctoral r e sea rch . 
(10) Uni t s Formed with the Combination of Two Apertures : 
Diphthongs 
F i n a l l y , four more phonological u n i t s of Calcutta Urdu 
tha t need comments are the ones which a re formed by the combi-
nat ion of two a p e r t u r e s . The four u n i t s a re the diphthongs, a i 
au and t h e i r nasal ized counterpar ts a i au . 
As shown in Diagram 1-1, the diphthongs a i au and a i ^u 
are produced by combination of two a p e r t u r e s . The diphthongs 
begin wi th the l a r g e r opening a t ape r tu r e 7 and move towards 
the smal le r opening a t aperture 3 . 
The 'd iphthong ' ai i s the combination of the vowel A ( a t 
the i n t e r s e c t i o n of the a r t i c u l a t o r Front Dorsum and aper tu re 7) 
and the semi-vowel y ^at the i n t e r s e c t i o n of iftedium and aper -
ture 3 ) . Likewise, the diphthong a i i s formed by the combination 
of A and the semi-vowel y. 
The diphthong au, on the o the r hand, i s a combination of 
the vowel A and the semi-vowel w (back dorsa l -cum-lab ia l a t 
a p e r t u r e 3) . S imi la r ly , the diphthong au i s formed by the com-
b i n a t i o n of "A and the semi-vowel w. 
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Section 1.2. The Hierarchy of Adroitness of Articulators : 
The Makeup and Distribution of*Less Clearly 
Audible Units 
As outlined in the Introduction (cf. 0 . 3 . 1 . ( 2 ) ( e ) ) , 
the apex occupies the top posi t ion, in terms of hierarchy of 
adroitness of a r t i cu la to r s , not only among the lingual a r t i -
culators but of a l l the supraglottal a r t i c u l a t o r s . The apex 
i s followed by the dorsum, the medium and the root on the 
scale of adroitness of a r t icu la tors (cf. Diagram 0-1) . I t 
may be recalled that we also made a de facto placement of 
labium, somewhere close to dorsum, on the scale of hierarchy 
of adroitness of a r t i c u l a t o r s . 
I t i s to be emphasized here that the r e l a t ive adroi t-
ness of a r t i cu la to rs has an impact on both the paradigmatic 
makeup, and the syntagmatic d is t r ibut ion of the phonological 
u n i t s . However, the impact of hierarchy of adroitness of 
a r t icu la tors i s relevant only to the less c lear ly audible 
units (Consonants) which appear on apertures 0 through 3 
( " stops" , '• f r i ca t ives" , " l i qu ids" and " nasals" ) . 
In section 1.2.1, we examine the effect of the hierar-
chy of adroitness of a r t icu la tors on the number of less 
clearly audible or consonantal units in the paradigm of 
Calcutta Urdu. In section 1.2.2, we deal with the impact of 
the hierarchy of adroitness on the frequency of occurrences 
• I t may be notedjthat here and elsewhere in the disser ta t ion, 
we have used the terms, less clearly audible uni ts and 
consonantal un i t s , interchangeably. 
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of consonantal u n i t s i n the monosyllabic words in Calcutta 
Urdu. 
1 . 2 , 1 , Effect of the Hierarchy of the Adroitness of A r t i -
cu la to r s on the Number of Phonological Units in the 
Paradigm 
In t h i s s e c t i o n , we make an attempt t o va l ida t e our 
claim t h a t the h ierarchy of adroi tness of a r t i c u l a t o r s produce 
t h e i r e f fec t on the makeup of the consonantal un i t s i n the 
paradigm (cf . Diagram 1-1). 
Thus, given the hierarchy of adro i tness of a r t i c u -
l a t o r s , we expect the number of ap ica l consonants , i n the 
paradigm, to be the h ighes t , followed by do r sa l - l ab i a l ,med ia l 
and pos t -dorsa l u n i t s i n t ha t order . We examine our claim with 
the help of the t a b l e 1-1 based on the grid of Calcutta Urdu 
(cf . Diagram 1-1). The t ab l e 1-1 i s presented below. 
Apertures 
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Table 1-1 : Hierarchy of Adroitness of Articulators and 
the Makeup of the Less Clearly: Audible Units 
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Comments on Table 1-1 
1. The t a b l e 1-1, shows t h a t of the t o t a l of 34 consonantal 
u n i t s i n Calcut ta Urdu, 16 u n i t s are produced by the most 
a d r o i t apex. The jL6 ap i ca l consonants cons is t s of 8 apico-> 
den ta l and 8 apico-»palatal un i t s* The labium and dorsum 
produce 6 un i t s each. The medium i s u t i l i z ed in the produc-
t i o n of 6 consonantal u n i t s . 
2 . As expected, the f igures of the above tab le c l ea r ly i n d i -
ca te t h a t the apex by producing the maximum number of 
phonological uni t s in Calcut ta Urdu, i s at the top of the 
h ierarchy of adroi tness of a r t i c u l a t o r s . Furthermore, our 
claim t h a t the apex i s the most a d r o i t a r t i cu l a to r i s a l so 
re inforced by the fac t t h a t the apex comes in contact with 
two s e p a r a t e , d i s t i n c t p laces of a r t i c u l a t i o n , namely, the 
t e e t h and the p a l a t e , to produce two d i s t i n c t orders of 
consonants (apico-KJentals and apico-^palatals) in Calcutta 
Urdu. I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note t h a t no phonological uni t 
in Ca lcu t t a Urdu i s formed by the l e a s t adroi t post dorsum. 
The absence of pos t -dorsa l ax i s i n Calcutta Urdu i s qu i te 
understandable in the l i g h t of i t s being the leas t ad ro i t 
of a l l the a r t i c u l a t o r s . I t i s t o be noted tha t the l a b i a l 
and do r sa l un i t s are equal i n number, which again i s in 
consonance with our expec t a t i on . 
3 . F u r t h e r , whereas we expect fewer medial consonants as 
compared t o the l a b i a l and d o r s a l consonants, we ac tua l ly 
encounter 6 un i t s under each ca tegory , which i s against our 
e x p e c t a t i o n . But the d i s favor ing for the medial consonants 
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shows up in the frequency of usage of these units in the 
word in Calcutta Urdu I of. 1.2.2). 
1.2.2. Effect of the Hierarchy of the Adroitness of Arti-
culators on the Frequency of Occurrence of the Less 
Clearly Audible Units, 
In the previous section we observed the effect of 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators on the paradigmatic 
makeup of the less clearly audible ^consonantal) units. How-
ever, in the present section, we will assess the impact of 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators on the syntagmatic 
usage of the consonantal units, in Calcutta Urdu. Given the 
scale of adroitness (cf. Diagram 0-1), we expect the apical 
consonants to be most frequently used, followed by the 
labial-dorsal, and the medial consonants. The statistical 
support in terms of frequency counts for the present claim, 
is based on the *monosyllabic words in Calcutta, Urdu. This 
quantitative validation is presented in sections below. 
(1) Less Clearly Audible Units in Terms of Articulators in 
the Hierarchy of Adroitness : Apertures 0, 1,2^3 
In this section, we assess the effect of the hierar-
chy of Adroitness on the frequency of occurrence of all the 
consonantal units in terms of articulators in the monosyllabic 
*It is to be noted that, among monosyllabic words, Calcutta 
Urdu is marked by the conspicuous absence of CCVC words. 
We will Provide rationales for this skewing, in terms of 
all orienting principles, in our doctoral research. 
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words in Calcutta Urdu. The relative frequencies of conso-
nantal units are presented in Table 1-2. 
Consonantal Units CVC CVCC Monosy l l ab les 
(Ape r tu r e s 0 , 1 * 2 , 3 ) Words Words 
A r t i c u l a t o r s Ho -/. No ;< No 
Apice-Denta l 861 29 890 
73.71 76.31 73.80 
Apico-Palatal 307 9 316 
26.29 " 23.69 26.20 
Apical 1168 38 1206 
= = 51.54 — 51.37 51.54 
Labial 462 12 474 
= 20.40 =^ 16.21 20.26 
Dorsal 365 14 379 
16.10 — 18.91 16.20 
Medial 271 10 281 










Table 1-2 : Frequency of Occurrence of the Less Clearly 
Audible Units in the Monosyllabic Words in 
Terms of Articulators 
Comments on Table 1-2 
1. Out of a total of 2340 occurrences of consonants (stops, 
fricatives, liquids and nasals combined), in the mono-
syllabic words of Calcutta Urdu, 1206 (51.54j<) are of 
apicals, 474 (20.26y.) are of labials, 379 (16.20*/.) are of 
dorsals, and 281 tl2.00><) are of medials. This distribution of 
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consonantal units, in the monosyllabic words, clearly 
conform to our expectations in terms of the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators. 
It is noteworthy that more than half of the conso-
nantal occurrences are produced by the most adroit arti-
culator *apex alone. 
In accordance with our expectations, the apical 
consonants, in terms of frequency of usage, are followed by 
the labial and dorsal consonants. The fair competition in 
the frequencies of labial and dorsal consonants, is in line 
with our expectation. For, in terms of hierarchy of adroit-
ness of articulators, labium and dorsum are placed on the 
same position. 
As pointed out in section 1.2.1, that though the 
number of medial consonants ^6) is equal to dorsal and 
labial (6 each), the frequency of occurrence of medial 
consonants is greatly decreased as compared to the labial 
and dorsal consonants. This again is in conformity with our 
expectation. 
2. When we look at the figures of the CVC words, we again 
see that the skewings in the occurrences of the consonantal 
units are in accordance with the hierarchy of adroitness 
Among the apical consonants, there is a skewing ia favor 
of the apico-ydental 861 (73.71^ :) over the apico-»palatal 
(" retroflex" ) 307 1^.29/-) • The rationale for this 
skewing comes from the human trait of preferring the 
proximate point of articulation over the remote point of 
articulation. However, human behavior as a principle of 
phonological analysis is beyond the scope of the present 
research. 
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of articulators. Of the 2266 consonantal occurrences in 
the CVC words, there are 1168 (51,54;^ ) occurrences of the 
apical consonants alone. Thus, the most adroit apex is 
instrumental in producing more than half of the total 
occurences of consonantal units in the CVC words. 
In view of their parallel placement on the scale of 
adroitness of articulators, the labials 462 (2D,40>i) and 
dorsals 365 (16.10>i) compete well with each other. However, 
quite reasonably, the frequency of medial consonants 271 
(11.96>i) goes down vis-a-vis the labials and dorsals. 
3. In the CVCC words also, all the figures conform to our 
expectations based on the hierarchy of adroitness. The 
figures of the table show that the apical consonants 38 
(51.37;^ I account for half of the total occurrences of conso-
nants 74, in the CVCX: words. The figures for labials 12 
(16.21j<), dorsals 14 (18.91>i; and medial 10 (13.51/.) conso-
nants are clearly in consonance with our expectations. 
Thus, our claim that the distribution of consonantal 
units in the speech chain is guided by the hierarchy of 
adroitness of articulators, is validated by the figures of 
table 1-2. 
(2) Stops in Terms of Articulators in the Hierarchy of 
Adroitness ; Aperture jd 
In this section, we propose to assess the effect of 
the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators on the fre-
quency Of occurrence of apical, labial, dorsal and medial 
stops in the monosyllabic words in Calcutta Urdu. The 
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f i g u r e s a r e p resen ted i n Tab le 1-3. 
S tops 
(Aper tu re 0) 








N o . yLyL 
ApiCO-Dental 
A p i c a l 
L a b i a l 
Dor sa l 
Media l 
233 15 248 
50 ,44 62 .50 51 .02 
A p i c o - P a l a t a l 229 9 238 
49,56 "^  3 7 - 5 0 48.98 
462 24 486 
" " ^ 32.60 — 45.28 33.06 
345 11 356 
^ ™ * 24.33 ~ 20.76 ""^ 24.20 
344 8 352 
— 24,30 = 15.lU 23.94 
266 10 276 
18 .77 18.86 18.80 
T o t a l 








Table 1-3 : Frequency of Occur rence of s tops i n the 
Monosyl labic Words i n Terms of A r t i c u l a t o r s 
Comments on Table 1-3 
1 , The f i g u r e s of t h e t a b l e show t h a t out of a t o t a l of 
1470 occu r r ences of s t o p s i n t h e monosy l lab ic wordst t h e 
a p i c a l s t o p s , by a c c o u n t i n g f o r 486 (33.06>ij o c c u r r e n c e s , 
t o p t h e t a b l e . The a p i c a l s t o p s a r e fo l lowed , i n d e s -
cend ing Order , by t h e l a b i a l 356 ( 2 4 . 2 0 / ; , the d o r s a l 352 
(23.94;-:) and the media l 276 (18.80><) s t o p s , i n the f r e -
q u e n c i e s of occu r r ences i n t h e monosy l l ab ic words i n 
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Calcutta Urdu, The figures adequately suit our expectations 
regarding the effect of the hierarchy of adroitness. 
2. A quick glance at the figures and percentages for stops» 
in the CVC words, shows that the same trend of preferring 
the apicals 462 (32.60>l) over the labials 345 (24.33>i) and 
dorsals 344 (24,30;<) , continues to prevail. The competitive 
figures for labial and dorsal stops are justified in terms 
of the hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. The medial 
stops, produced by the less adroit medium, account for 266 
ll8.77j<) occurrences in the CVC words. 
3. Out of a total of 53 CVCC stops, the apicai stops com-
prise axmost half 24 (45.28j<j of the total number of 
occurrence. The apicals are, again, followed by the labial 
stops L:L (20.76^), the dorsal stops 8 (15.10^ :) and the medM 
stops 10 (18.86/.) • The frequency of occurrence of medial 
stops vis-a-vis, the dorsal stops in the CVCC words do not 
conform to our expectation. 
(3) Most Frequently Used Consonants in Calcutta Urdu 
In this section, general comments on the most 
frequently used consonants in Calcutta Urdu, are made. The 
































































































































































Comments on Table 1-^ 
The table 1-4, shows the figures for the most frequently 
used phonemes in Calcutta Urdu. 
1. The combined frequency of occurrence of s 1 n r , is 642. 
Out of this, the J occurs in 182 (28.35;<i) monosyllabic words. 
The 1 with 175 (27.25>i) , the n with 155 (24.15/.) and the r 
with 130 (20.25-/) follow the s, in descending order. 
2. It is noteworthy that the most frequently used phonemes in 
Calcutta Urdu are all apicais. This phenomenon provide reinfor-
cement to our claim that the consonants produced by the most 
adroit articulator apex will be preferred over the cossonants 
produced by more adroit articulators labium and dorsum, on the 
one hand, and the less adroit medium, on the other hand. 
3. Further, it is not a coincidence that the most frequently 
used phoneme in the dialect is the apical _s (182/28.35>i) , the 
only fricative established at aperture 2 for Calcutta Urdu. 
Inaeaiuch as, the £ is the only supraglottai fricative 
in the phonological system of Calcutta Urdu, the communicative 
load is much higher on this fricative ^cf. Chapter 2). 
Section 1.3 Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to present 
a brief account of the physiological base of Calcutta Urdu 
phonology in terms of the physiological mechanism, an orienting 
principle of the Columbia School phonological theory. We have 
tried to assess the role of physiology in the non-random 
distribution of phonological units of Calcutta Urdu, in terms 
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of both the paradigmatic makeup of these units (the grid) 
and the frequency of usage of these units in the syntagm. 
It may however be noted that we have limited our presentation 
to onxy two aspects of physiology, namely, the presentation 
of the grid, and the effect of hierarachy of adroitness of 
articulators on both, the makeup of the phonological units 
in the grid and the frequency of occurrence of these units in 
the Bonosyiiabic words of Calcutta Urdu. 
In section l.i, we have introduced the phonological 
grid of Calcutta Urdu (of. Diagram 1-1), followed by explan-
atory comments on the various aspects of the grid. The phono-
logical units presented in the grid are primarily based on 
communication. However, on the basis of their substantive 
characteristics, the phonological units of Calcutta Urdu were 
placed at the intersections of relevant physiological axes 
of articulators and apertures. We recognize ten (10; degrees 
of aperture and eight (8) articulators in the establishment 
of phonological units in the grid for Calcutta Urdu. The 
degrees of aperture are subjected to two broad divisions. The 
first division is that of constriction versus opening. The 
constriction apertures, extending from 0 through 2 represent 
the ''stops'' and the ''fricative*' while the opening aper-
tures extending from 3 through 8 represent the ''liquids'' 
and ''vowels'' of Calcutta Urdu. Another major division groups 
the apertures into the clearly audible and the less clearly 
audible. The less clearly audible units (the consonants) of 
Calcutta Urdu are formed at apertures C^  through 3, while 
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the clearly audible uni ts (vowels) are projected at aper-
tures 4 through 8. I t i s to be noted that we have established 
54 phonological uni ts in Calcutta Urdu. Of these _54 
phonological Units, four ik) units are non-distinctive 
positional var iants , while three ( 3 j , v (o ic ing) , A(spiration) 
and N(asality) are highly abstract and €lependent un i t s . The 
four (4) positional var iants whose substances f a l l at the 
intersect ion of relevant axes, are raised to the s ta tus of 
phonological units in Calcutta Urdu. 
In section 1,2, we have assessed the impact of the 
hierarchy of adroitness of a r t icu la tors on the paradigmatic 
makeup of the cousonantai units and the frequency of usage of 
these units in the monosyllabic words of Calcutta Urdu. As 
we know that in terras of the hierarchy of adroi tness , the 
apical cousonants are most preferred, followed by the more 
preferred labial-dorsal cousonants and the less preferred 
medial cousonants in tha t order. 
In the subsection 1 .2 .1 , we have successfully demonst-
rated that the paradigmatic makeup, in terms of number of 
phonological units in Calcutta Urdu, clearly follows the 
hierarchy of adroitness of a r t i cu l a to r s . In section 1.2.2, 
we have analyzed the effect of hierarchy on the frequency of 
occurrence of the consonantal units in the speech chain. The 
figures of the tables 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, provide validation to 
our claim that hierarchy of adroitness favors ap ica l s , 
followed by labial -dorsal and the medial consonantal units 
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in descending order, in their frequency of usage in the word 
in Calcutta Urdu. It may be noted that the effect of hierarchy 
of adroitness is more pronounced in the syntagmatic distri-
bution of consonantal units than in the paradigmatic makeup 
of these units, in Calcutta Urdu. 
To conclude : (l) Phonological Grid of Calcutta Urdu 
(Diagram 1-1) is a systematic presentation of all its phono-
logical units on the basis of articulators and apertures. 
The phonetic substance of these physiologically motivated 
phonological units is determined by their articulatory chara-
teristics. (2) The network of phonological units presented in 
the grid also hiahlights the interrelationship of these units. 
That is, the grid also indicates the value relationship of 
the phonological units. Thus, equal weightage is given to 
both, the phonetic substance and phonological value, in the 
present analysis of Calcutta Urdu (3) A total number of fifty 
four 54 phonological units have been set up in Calcutta 
Urdu. Of these fifty four b4^ units, fifty 50^ units are 
distinctive phonemes and four 4_ are positional variants 
(4) Some non-distinctive positional variants whose phonetic 
substances fall at the intersection of articulators and 
apertures are raised to the status of full fledged phono-
logical units. (5) The phonological units appearing at 
apertures 0 through 3 are preferred in terms of the hierarchy 
of adroitness of articulators. In terms of thie hierarchy the 
phonological units produced with the most adroit apex are 
preferred over the more adroit labial-drosal and the less 
adroit medium. The frequency counts validate our claim. 
CHAPTER 2 
Role of Communication in the Phonology of Calcutta Urdu 
There I s nothing new in saying t h a t language i s used by 
human beings fo r communcation. Rather , the novelty l i e s in 
claiming tha t the very makeup and s t r u c t u r e of language are 
d i r e c t l y motivated by communication. The present chapter i s 
devoted to v a l i d a t i n g th i s claim by analyzing the ro le of commu -
n ica t ion in the phonological a n a l y s i s of Calcutta Urdu, 
I t has been debated for a long time t h a t whether or not 
communication i s a cont ro l l ing f a c t o r in the s t ruc tu re of 
language. As f a r as grammar is concerned, everyone agrees tha t 
communication i s the basic determining f a c t o r . For Saussure' s 
concept of s igne ^s igni f ican t or s i g n a l and signifie*; or 
meaning;, and Bioomfield's minimal u n i t of form and meaning 
(morphemes; a re c l ea r l y based on communication. But so f a r as 
phonology i s concerned, t r a d i t i o n a l phonemicists have argued 
tha t meaning, which d i r e c t l y flows from communication, i s not a 
determining f a c t o r in the phonological s t r u c t u r e of a language. 
Andre' Mar t ine t was the f i r s t scholar to recognize the 
importance of communication as a p r i n c i p l e of phonological 
a n a l y s i s . He introduced the ro le of meaning in phonology through 
his concepts of •' functional l o a d " and " funct ional y i e l d " . 
Fur ther , Mar t ine t suggests tha t f a c t o r s of funct ional impor-
tance e x e r t inf luence on both t he paradigmatic makeup and syn-
tagmatic o rgan iza t ion of phonological u n i t s . Inasmuch as the 
term '• f unc t ion" i s loaded with va r ious connotations in 
modern l i n g u i s t i c s , the term conmunication i s used instead in 
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Columbia school l i n g u i s t i c s . 
I t i s important to note t h a t even in t r a d i t i o n a l American 
phonemics, the phonemes are e s t a b l i s h e d through meaning d i s t i n c -
t i o n s in minimal and sub-minimal p a i r s of words. However* formally 
the phonemes are es tabl i shed through s u b s t i t u t i o n a l - d i s t r i b u -
t i ona l c r i t e r i a . Inasmuch as , communication as an or ien t ing 
p r i n c i p l e i s fu l ly recognized in Columbia school phonological 
theory , we do not have to apologize for the use of meaning in the 
the es tabl ishment of phonemes. I n f a c t , the phonemes of Calcut ta 
Urdu have been es t ab l i shed in terms of d i s t i n c t i v e n e s s of mean-
ing in minimal and sub-minimal p a i r s of words. 
The phonological analys is of Calcut ta Urdu in terms of 
communication as an or ient ing p r i n c i p l e i s presented in the 
following five sec t ions . In s e c t i o n 2 . 1 , we deal with the ro le 
of communication in the makeup of phonological un i t s in the para-
digm of Calcut ta Urdu. In sec t ion 2 . 2 , we study the e f f ec t of 
communication on the syntagmatic d i s t r i b u t i o n of phonological 
un i t s i n the word. In sect ion 2 . 3 , we propose to study the 
phenomenon of phonological mergers i n Calcut ta Urdu. In sec t ion 
2 . 4 , we d e a l with homonymy, a communicative problem. F i n a l l y , in 
sec t ion 2 . 5 , we present summary and conclusion with regard to 
the ro l e of communication in the phonology of Calcut ta Urdu. 
Section 2 . 1 . Impact of Communication on the Paradigmatic Makeup 
of Phonological Uni t s 
In t h i s s ec t i on , we deal wi th the ro le of communication 
on the paradigmatic r e l a t i o n s of the phonological uni ts in 
Calcut ta Urdu. 
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In chapter 1, we h igh l igh ted the role of physiology in 
the makeup of phonological u n i t s in the grid of Calcutta Urdu 
Icf . Diagram 1-1 ; , However, even there we mentioned tha t though 
the phonological uni ts of Calcu t ta Urdu are projected, on the 
b a s i s of t h e i r substance, a t the i n t e r sec t i ons of the r e l evan t 
phys io log ica l axes of a r t i c u l a t o r s and aper tures , these un i t s 
are pr imar i ly determined by the d i s t i nc t i venes s of meaning 
(communication) in minimally d i f f e r e n t words. I t may be noted 
t h a t a l l the phonological u n i t s , presented in the gr id , do not 
have the s t a tus of " phonemes" . Some non-dis t inc t ive (non-
phonemicj pos i t iona l v a r i a n t s whose substances f a l l a t the i n t e r 
sec t ions of the re levant axes a re a l s o elevated to the s t a t u s 
of phonological uni t s in the g r id of Calcutta Urdu. Thus, out of 
a t o t a l of 54 phonological u n i t s , we ident i fy 50 " phonemes" 
( d i s t i n c t i v e sound uni ts ) and 4 pos i t i ona l va r i an t s (non-
d i s t i n c t i v e Bound uni t s ) i n Calcu t ta Urdu phonology. 
Thus, the 50 d i s t i n c t phonological un i t s es tab l i shed with 
an i m p l i c i t use of " phoneme" p r i n c i p l e in chapter 1, a re here 
e x p l i c i t l y es tab l i shed by way of c o n t r a s t ( in terms of meaning) 
through minimal and sub-minimal p a i r s of words. This h igh l igh t s 
the r o l e of communication in the d i s t i n c t i v e n e s s of phonological 
u n i t s . 
In sec t ion 2 . 1 . 1 , we p re sen t the " inventory of phonemes" 
of Calcut ta Urdu. In s ec t i on 2 , 1 . 2 , we jus t i fy t h e " phonemic 
Inven to ry" of Calcutta Urdu through phonemic c o n t r a s t s , both 
consonantal and voca l i c . 
2 . 1 . 1 The Phonemic Inventory of Calcutta Urdu 
The •• phonemic i n v e n t o r y " as presented in Diagram 2-1 
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Consonantal Phonemes 












































Class I: Short Vowels 
Front Central Back 
Unrounded Unrounded Rounded 
High 
















Class I I : Long Vowels 
Front Cent ra l Back 















Diagram 2-1: The Phonemic Inventory of Calcutta-Urdu 
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l i s t s a l l the 50 " phonemes'* of Calcutta Urdu. I t may be noted 
here tha t in the p r e sen t a t i on of the inventory , we are not 
following such concepts as the " pa t te rn congru l ty" or 
"economy" t h a t a re assoc ia ted with i t in t r a d i t i o n a l phonemic 
a n a l y s i s . We are i n t e r e s t e d in the " phonemic inven to ry" only 
because a l l the " phonemes" presented in i t are communica-
t i v e l y motivated phonological u n i t s . 
Comments on the Phonemic Inventory 
1 . The " phonemic inven to ry" d i f fe r s in i t s makeup when com-
pared with the phonological gr id (cf . Diagram 1-1). Whereas 
phonological g r i d of Calcut ta Urdu r ep resen t s a network of 
phonological u n i t s p r imar i ly based on the physio logica l 
mechanism and communication, the inventory i s a mere l i s t i n g 
of the phonemes of Calcut ta Urdu. 
2 . Whereas the consonantal phonemes in the " phonemic inven-
to ry" are c l a s s i f i e d on the bas is of manner and place of 
a r t i c u l a t i o n , the vowel phonemes are c l a s s i f i e d in terms of 
the height of the tongue r a i s ed , par t of the tongue r a i s e d , 
and the p o s i t i o n of the l i p s . 
3 . As represented in the " i n v e n t o r y " , the consonants are 
c l a s s i f i ed on the b a s i s of manner of a r t i c u l a t i o n in to 
s tops , f r i c a t i v e s , n a s a l s , l a t e r a l s , r o l l e d and semi-vowels . 
On the ba s i s of po in t s of a r t i c u l a t i o n , on the other hand, 
the consonants a re c l a s s i f i e d i n to b i l a b i a l s , den t a l s , 
r e t r o f l e x e s , p a l a t a l s , v e l a r s and g l o t t a l s , 
4 . The vowels can be divided i n to three ( 3 ; classes : long 
vowels, s h o r t vowels , and diphthongs. 
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5. The "phonemic inventory" (cf. Diagram 2-lj presents a 
list of all the " phohemes" of Calcutta Urdu. It's impor-
tance is limited to merely listing of " phonemes". Thus, an 
" inventory" is basically a convenient device to present 
the '• phonemes" in a diagramatic form. 
2.1.2. Phonemic Contrast 
The individual phonological units or "phonemes" of 
Calcutta Urdu are established on the basis of meaning distinc-
tions, in minimal and sub-minimal pairs of words. In providing 
contrasts, besides, using the monosyllabic words, we have also 
utilized randomly collected typical bisyllabic and longer words 
of Calcutta Urdu. 
The contrast of individual units is restricted to only 
those units that are closely opposed to each other. However, 
in principle, the individual units are interrelated with all 
other in the grid. 
Finally, it may be noted that though the phonemic contra-
sts are provided for all three initial, medial, and final 
positions of the word, the phonemes are mainly determined by 
the contrast in communicatively important, initial position 
of the word. As far as vocalic units are concerned, we can 
have only one position in the monosyllabic words treated here. 
( 1) Consonantal Contrasts : 
The consonantal contrasts, in minimal and sub-minimal 
pairs of words, of Calcutta Urdu are presented below. 
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(a) Four Stop Types Contraeted 
Contrast Initial Gloss Medial 






















t th d dh 
• » • » 
t/th 
sound of kaupi: 
falling 
Gloss Final Gloss 
copy ma:p measurement 













p l a y i n g khUdra; 
ca rd 
Das khAtra : 
T t l t l e ) 
f a r s a : d a i 
s t u p i d 6 i : d h a : 
t i : k teakwood 
t h i : k r i g h t 
c l o t h cUp q u i e t 
jaw cDb be p ie rced 
s a : t seven 
sa:th company 
change bUt i d o l 
danger bUd Wednesday 
whi te 
s t r a i g h t 
*For form c l a s s e s and f u r t h e r d e t a i l s of meaning see g l o s s a r y 
of monosy l l ab ic v/ords. 
ek 
C o n t r a s t I n i t i a l Gloss Medial Gloss F ina l Gloss 
t h / d h 
* > 
t / d 
d/dh 
c ch j j h 
c /ch 
t h o : p l e o n a s t i c 
word (added 
t o numbers) 
dho : c a r r y 
t a : l heap mAtAr 
d a : l branch mAdAr 
d a : l put 
d h a : l s lope 
c i : n r ecogn ize p o : c a : 
c h i : n sna tch p 6 : c h a : 
murder 
khAt work hard 
khAd d i t c h 
r o t t e n pare f ive 
sweep pu:ch t a i l 
h / j h 
c / j 
j / j h 
cha : r 
j h a t r 
c a : 
j a : 
j a : l 
j ha: 1 
place where 




t e a 
go 
n e t 
hot t as te 
sAc 
SAJ 
t r u t h 
be deco-
r a t e d 
k kh g gh 
k/kh k§i:m work rAkAm amount ro :k r e s t r i c -
t i o n 
kha:m envelope jAkhAm wound r a : k h ash 
kh/gh 





c o t 
wharf 




"nAk r i g h t 
hAg go to e t o o l 
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C o n t r a s t I n i t i a l Gloss Media l Gloss F i n a l Gloss 
g/gh go:s meat 
gho : s Ghosh 
nitTe) 
(b) C o n t r a s t of Stops i n Terms of A r t i c u l a t o r s 
C o n t r a s t I n i t i a l Gloss 
p t t c k 
# 
p/t pi:s grind 
ti:s thirty 




ph t h th 
p h / t h 
t h / t h 
t 
t h / c h 
t a : n 
* 






t hS :n 
t h a : n 
thi i rn 
t h a : n 
f 
cha: n 
p u l l 
heap 




b o l t (of 
c l o t h ) 
b o l t (of 
c i o t h ) 
r e s o l v e 
r e s o l v e 
s i f t , 






Gloss Final Gloss 
cloth ba:p father 
droplet ba:t talk 











j u i c e , 
t a s t e 
j o i n , 
s t i c k 
t r i p e 
be saved 
t r u t h 
be ab l e 
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C o n t r a s t I n i t i a l G l o s s M e d i a l G l o s s F i n a l G l o s s 
c h / k h c h a : 1 
k h a : l 
b d d j g 
b / d b a : l 
d a : l 
d / d 




d o : r 
« 
j o : r 
j o : s 
go :s 
b h dh dh j h gh 
b h / d h 
d h / d h 
d h / j h 
j h / g h 
b a r k ( o f 
a t r e e ) 
s k i n 
h a i r 
p u l s e 
t e n 
b i t e , 
s t i n g 
s t r i n g 
f o r c e 
z e a l 
mea t 
b h u : l 
d h u t l 
d h o : 
d h o : 
• 
dhSirk 
j h a : k 
j h o : l 
g h o : 1 
e r r 
d u s t 
wash 
c a r r y 
c o v e r 
p e e p 
g r a v y 
s o l u t i o n 
kAbAr 
kAdAr 
g r a v e 
a p p r e c i a -




h e i g h t 
( c ) N a s a l s C o n t r a s t e d i n Terms of A r t i c u l a t o r s 




s t o n e ( of 
a r i n g ) 
b h a : d j e s t e r 
b h S : j t w i s t 
r a : j s e c r e t 
r a : o r a g a 
ka:m work 
k a : n e a r 
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Contrast Initial Gloss Medical Gloss Fina l Gloss 



























( e j The ^ C o n t r a s t e d with Some A p i c o - d e n t a l Consonants : 
s ve r sus t 1 r 
s / t SAk doubt khAsra: meas les lAs s t i c k i n e s s 




l a : s 
so: 


















i f ) L iqu ids C o n t r a s t e d i n Terms of A r t i c u l a t o r s : 
w 1 r r y 



















C o n t r a s t I n i t i a 
r / r 
• 
y/w 
y / 1 
r e : 





l a : d 
1 Gloss Media l 
14th l e t t e r sArAk 
of Urdu 
a l p h a b e t 
15th l e t t e r sArAk 
of Urdu 
a l p h a b e t 
here 





a s ide 
road 






r o t 
(g) Retroflex Stop and Flap Contrasted 
. d versus r 
d/r bha:d j e s t e r 
bh^:r cup made of 
clay 
( 2) Vocalic Contraste: 
voca l i c con t ras t s in Calcu t ta Urdu are presented below : 
( a) Contras t of Short Vowels versus Long Vowels 
C o n t r a s t 
l / i : 
I / i : 
A/a : 
P a i r s 
t i k 
• 





p a : i 
Gloss 
s t a y , 3 
teakwoi 
day 
f a i t h 
BOinent 






l / e : 
l/e 
D/o: 
^ / 5 ' : 




dhu : l 
dhun 
dhu:n 
s i r 
s e : r 
din 
d e : n 
pu l 
p o : l 
gUn 
g^'rn 
(b) C o n t r a s t of N a s a l Vowels 
I'Ji: 
i/i 
e : /e : 
'a : /a : 




s l n a : r 









d u s t 
tune» melody 
cowb ( c o t t o n ) 
head 
l i o n 
day 
g i f t ( p a r t i c u l a r l y from 
God; 
b r i d g e 
po le 
v i r t u e , m e r i t 
gum 
v e r s u s Ora l Vowels 
b e a t 
b r i c k 
makexup 




s p e c i a l 
C o n t r a s t 
X/A 
u : / u : 
u / j 
oyo: 
( c ) C o n t r a s t 
P a i r s 









of Front Unrounded 
Gloss 
be d i v i d e d 






l a p 
ve rsus Back R 
i:yG: bhi:k alms 
bhu: k hunger 
I /u dlk 
dUk 
i : / u : 
i / u 
s i t n 
su :n 
t i n 
tUn 
: / o : de:s 
do:s 






t i n 
. g r i e f 
i n t o x i c a t e d 
na t i ve 
blamef 
frog 
p l a c e 
f a u l t 
sh in-^one 
ve rsus I « and Uy 
A versus I and U 
A/I ghAr house 

























ai versus auj 'ai versus "au 
stranger 
close at tent ion 
nott no 
nine 
( f; contrast of Central a: versus a i and auj a: versus ai 
and Ku 
a : /a i 
a:/au 
a : /a i 
a:/au 
ba : l 







s t r a i n , f i l t e r 
close at tent ion 
rope 
s i s t e r 
pa:n bete l leaf 
paun three quarters 
(g^ contrast of Nasal Diphthongs versus Oral Diphthongs 




be s t a r t l e d 
chalk 
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Section 2»2. Effect of CoaunuHicatlon on the Syntaqmatlc 
Distribution of Phonological Units. 
In this section, we propose to assess the effect of 
communication on the syntagmatic distribution of phonological 
units in monosyllabic words of Calcutta Urdu. In the sub-
section 2.2.1, we deal with the impact of communicative load 
on the relative position of the phonological units in the 
monosyllabic words. In 2.2.2, we deal with the communicative 
economy achieved through pairs of words with the same phono-
logical units in the reverse order. 
2.2.1.Communicative Load and the Position of the Phonological 
Units in the Word 
Besides,the paradigmatic makeup of phonological units, 
communication also plays a significant role in the syntag-
matic organization of phonological units in the word. It is a 
coninon experience that the beginning of the word carries a 
greater communicative load (the need for coninunicative 
differentiation) than does the end of the word. In fact the 
communicative load decreases element by element anc syllable 
by syllable from thw word initial position to the word final 
position. We therefore, expect that the maximum utilization 
of phonological units should occur in the word initial 
position, whereas these units could be selectively under-
utilized at the final position of the word. 
With a view to analyzing the role of consnunication,we 
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now examine the occurrence of various ca tegor ie s of consonants 
in word i n i t i a l and f i na l p o s i t i o n s . Our ana lys i s here i s 
l imi ted to the CVC words of Calcut ta Urdu. 
( l ) Conmunicative Load and the Hierarchy of Adroitness 
of A r t i c u l a t o r s 
In our chapter on physiological mechanism we showed 
t h a t the h ie ra rchy of adroi tness of a r t i c u l a t o r s has an 
impact on both the paradigmatic makeup of phonological uni ts 
and the syntagmatic organization of these un i t s in the speech chain. 
Keeping in 
/view the physiology of the a r t i cu l a to r*» we found tha t the 
a p i c a l s produced by the most a d r o i t apex were most favored* 
The ap i ca l s were followed by l a b i a l s - d o r s a l s , produced by 
the more a d r o i t labium and dorsum, and the medials produced 
by the l e s s a d r o i t medium. 
However, here we propose to see the e f f e c t of communi-
ca t ion or communicative load on the frequency of occurrence 
of phonological un i t s of Calcutta Urdu in both word i n i t i a l 
and word f i n a l pos i t ions in terms of the h ierarchy of 
ad ro i tness of a r t i c u l a t o r s . 
As sa id above, the i n i t i a l pos i t i on of the word car r ies 
more communicative load than does the f i n a l pos i t ion of the 
word. Thus, communication suggests t h a t the re should be a 
competi t ive use of phonological u n i t s in the word i n i t i a l 
pos i t ion and a s e l e c t i v e use of these u n i t s in the word f inal 
p o s i t i o n . 
I t i s to be noted tha t we have r e s t r i c t e d our analysis 
only to the CVC words of Calcut ta Urdu. In the subsequent 
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sec t ions , we propose to assess the impact of communication 
on the re la t ive preference of the consonantal units (the 
stops, the f r i ca t ive , the l iquids and the nasa ls ) , in the 
i n i t i a l and final positions of the word, in terms of the 
hierarchy of ar t icula tors* Explanatory comments have been 
provided af ter each tabular presentation. 
( a) Impact of Communication on the Relative Preference of the 
consonantal Units in Terms of Articulators in the CVC 
Words 
As i t has already been discussed ea r l i e r icf . Section 
1.2) that the order of preference, in terms of hierarchy of 
adroitness of a r t i cu l a to r s , for the consonantal units is 
generally the apica l , the lab ia l -dorsa l , and the medial 
un i t s . However, here we assess the dis t r ibut ion of the con-
sonantal units,from the viewpoint of communication, in the 
i n i t i a l and the f inal posit ion of the CVC words in terms of 
a r t i cu la to rs through the Table 2 - 1 . 
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INITIAL FINAL 
Consonants No. / . 
A p i c o - d e n t a l 
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Table 2 -1 : Frequency of Consonants i n the I n t i a i l and F ina l 
P o s i t i o n of the CVC Words i n Terms of A r t i c u l a t o r s 
Comments on Table 2 -1 : 
1 . The f requency of occur rence of consonan t a l u n i t s i n the 
CVC words r e f e r s t o t h e s t o p s , f r i c a t i v e , l i q u i d s and 
n a s a l s i n t e rms of a r t i c u l a t o r s . 
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2 , In terms of h ierarchy of adro i tness of a r t i c u l a t o r s , the 
figures of the t a b l e are c l e a r l y in accordance with our 
expecta t ions . That i s , out of a t o t a l of 2277 occurrences 
of consonantal u n i t s i n the CVC words, we have 1168 
apical u n i t s , 462 l a b i a l u n i t s , 376 dorsa l uni ts and 271 
medial u n i t s . 
3 , In terms of communication, we made a t h e o r e t i c a l claim 
above tha t the beginning of the word c a r r i e s g rea te r 
communicative load than the end of the word. When we 
observe the f igures of the tab le 2 - 1 , in the l i g h t of the 
above claim, we see t h a t our claim i s v a l i d a t e d . That i s , 
we c lear ly see t h a t out of a t o t a l of 1153 i n i t i a l occu-
rrences of consonantal u n i t s , there i s more or l e s s a 
competitive use of the a p i c a l s 460 {39,90yi) , l ab i a l s 32U 
(27.75y:), dorsa ls 199 (17.25>^), and medials 174 {Ib.lOy.j 
in the communicatively important word i n i t i a l pos i t ion . 
But despi te t h e i r competi t ive use in the word i n i t i a l 
pos i t ion , the frequency of ap i ca l s (produced by the most 
adro i t apex), are s t i l l the highest as compared to l a b i a l s , 
do r sa l s , and media ls . However, the frequency of l ab i a l s 
are higher as compared to do r sa l s (whereas both conmunl-
cat ion and h ierarchy of ad ro i tne s s suggest competitive use 
of l a b i a l s and d o r s a l s ) . The r a t i ona l e for t h i s skewing 
against our expec ta t ion comes from v i s i o n . Vision s t rongly 
favors the use of v i s u a l l y observable, l a b i a l un i t s in 
the word i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n ( v i s i o n as an o r ien t ing p r in -
ciple w i l l be d e a l t in d e t a i l i n our doc to ra l r e sea rch ) . 
4 , I t may however be noted t h a t i n the communicatively less 
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important word final position, we expect the more favored 
units (in terms of hierarchy) like apicals will be addi-
tionally favored and the less favored units like medials 
will be additionally disfavored. Thus, out of a total of 
1124 final occurrences of consonants we find 708 (63.00ji) 
apicals, 142 (12.63/.; labials, 177 (15.75/ij dorsals, and 22 
(8.62><) medials. These figures are clearly in conformity 
with our expectations. The apicals are being additionally 
favored (708/63.0^) as compared to other less preferred 
units in the word final position. However, it is to be noted 
that the frequency of labials, which went up (due to vision) 
as compared to the dorsals in the word initial position, 
goes drastically down in the word final position. Inas-
much as the communicative load and impact of vision both 
final 
decreased in the word/position, the labials are disfavored 
in this position of the word. The labials now comp>ete well 
with the dorsals in the word final position. Further, the 
less favored medials, which showed a competitive use in 
the word initial position, are additionally disfavored in 
the word final position (97/8.62/.}. 
(b) Impact of Communication on the Relative Preference of 
the Stops m Terms of Articulators in the CVC Words 
In this subsection, we attempt to evaluate the role of 
communication in the relative preference of opposing stop 
units, in terms of articulators, in the initial and final 
positions of the CVC words of Calcutta Urdu. The actual 
occurrences of the stops in wor^ ii^ t4.jii^ 3 ^ nd^^final positions 
are presented in Table 2-2. / T , ,^ . \ 
• Aoc No. 
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Table 2-2 : Frequency of Stops i n the I n i t i a l and F ina l 
P o s i t i o n of t h e CVC Words i n Terms of 
A r t i c u l a t o r s 
comments on Table 2-2 : 
1 . I n t h i s t a b l e , we compare the f i g u r e s of a p i c a l s tops 
( a p i c o - d e n t a l : t d t h dhj a p i c o - p a l a t a l : t d th dh) , 
l a b i a l s t o p s Cp b ph b h ; , d o r s a l s t o p s (k g kh gh; , and 
medial s t o p s (c j ch j h ; of C a l c u t t a Urdu. 
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2. The figures of the above table clearly conform to our 
exp€!ctations in terms of hierarchy of adroitness. That 
is, out of a total of 1417 occurrences of stop units, the 
apicals (produced by the most adroit apexj with 462 
(32,60/; occurrences are expectedly the most favored 
units among the stops in terms of hierarchy of adroit-
ness of articulators. Inasmuch as labials and dorsals 
are placed at the same position on the scale of hierarchy 
of adroitness, we expect that both of them would compete 
well with each other. Our claim is validated when we 
look at the figures of labials and dorsals. The labials 
with 345 (24,35><; occurrences and dorsals with 344 
{2A,21-/.) occurrences clearly compete with each other. 
Quite expectedly, the medials with 266 U8.78>i) occu-
rrences are clearly at the bottom of the hierarchy of 
adroitness. 
3. As said before, the phonological units carry greater 
communicative load at the beginning of the word than 
at the end of the word. We therefore, expect that ail 
categories of stop units (apicals, labials, etc) would 
compete well with each other in the communicatively 
important word initial position. However, there will be 
skewed occurrences of these units in the communicatively 
less important word final position. The figures of the 
above table are fully in accordance with our expectations 
The frequency of most favored apical stops 224 (26.66/j, 
the more favored dorsal stops 195 (23.22/.;, and the less 
favored medial stops 1 ^ (20,i2// compete well with 
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each other i n the i n i t i a l pos i t ion of the word. I t i s to be 
noted t h a t l a b i a l s with 252 {,3U,00'/) occurrences are the 
most frequent s tops in word i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n . The unexpec-
ted high frequency of l a b i a l s v i s - a - v i s the a p i c a l s , in the 
word i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n , i s motivated by v i s i o n . Thus, besides 
physiology and communication, *vis ion ^ v i s i b i l i t y of the 
l i p s in a r t i c u l a t i o n ) also plays a ro le i n the subs tan t ia l 
increase in the number of occurrences for l a b i a l s tops . 
4 . I n the communicatively l e s s important word f i n a l posi t ion, 
however, the frequency of l a b i a l s tops , with 93 (16.12^) 
occurrences i s d r a s t i c a l l y reduced. For both v i s i b i l i t y 
impact and communicative load, on these u n i t s , get lessened 
a t the end of the word. Fur ther , as expected, the more 
favored a p i c a l s t o p s , with 238 (41.24>i) occurrences , and 
do r sa l s t o p s , with 149 {25.83><), have been add i t i ona l ly 
favored in the f i n a l |X)sition of the word. Again the less 
favored medial u n i t s , with 97 (16.81/.) occur rences , have been 
a d d i t i o n a l l y disfavored at the word f ina l p o s i t i o n . 
( cj Impact of Communication on the Apical ^ i n the CVC 
words 
Here we w i l l d iscuss the frequency of occurrence 
of the ap i ca l _s in both the i n i t i a l and f i n a l posi t ion of 
the CVC words i n Calcutta Urdu. 
Vision as an o r i en t ing p r i n c i p l e , in the phonological 
ana lys i s of Ca lcu t ta Urdu, i s beyond the scope of th i s 
d i s s e r t a t i o n and w i l l be taken up in our doc to ra l 
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Table 2-3 : Frequency of Apical F r i ca t ive s in the I n i t i a l 
and Final Pos i t ion of the CVC words 
Conurient on Table 2-3 
The ap ica l s being the only suprag lo t t a l f r i c a t i v e in 
t h e phonological system of Calcut ta Urdu, i s not su rp r i -
s ing ly the most frequent of a l l the phonological u n i t s . The 
frequency of occurrence of the s^  i n the i n i t i a l and f ina l 
pos i t ions of the word, c l e a r l y conforms to our expectat ions 
i n terms of cooanunication. 
(d) Impact of communication on the Relative Preference of 
the Liquids i n Terms of A r t i c u l a t o r s in the CVC Words 
In th i s s ec t i on , we w i l l examine the e f fec t of commu-
n i c a t i v e load on the frequency of usage of the l i q u i d s in 
the i n i t i a l and f i na l pos i t i on of the CVC words in Calcut ta 
Urdu. The f igures are presented in the t ab le 2 -4 , below. 
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Liqu id s 
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Apico-den ta l 
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Table 2-4 : Frequency of L iqu ids i n the I n i t i a l and F i n a l 
P o s i t i o n of the CVC Words i n Terms of A r t i c u l a t o r s 
Comments on Table 2-4 
1 . Out of a t o t a l of 4C5 occur rences of l i q u i d s , the a p i c a l s 
wi th 378 (93 .33> i ; , the l a b i a l s wi th 11 C2.72><j , d o r s a l s 
wi th 11 (2.72><;, and media l swi th 5 (1.235<J occur rences 
c l e a r l y c o r r e s p o n d t o our e x p e c t a t i o n s i n terms of 
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hierarchy of adroitness of articiriators. It is to be 
noted that the liquid w is both labial and dorsal, there-
fore, the frequency of w has been counted twice — once 
as labial and once as dorsal. 
2. In terms of communication, we claim that the communicative 
ioad progressively decreases from the word initial posi-
tion to the word final position. In the light of this 
claim we can expect that physiologically favored units 
will be additionally favored in the word final position. 
Physiologically less favored units, on the other hand,will 
be additionally disfavored in word final position. The 
figures of the table clearly show that out of a total of 
299 final occurrences of liquids, the apicals with 285 
(95.32^;; labial and dorsals with 2 (2.34/.) each, and medial 
O, occurrences are in accordance with our claim. 
Further, in line with our expectation, the labial 
liquids (4/ 3.78><)', the dorsal liquids (4/3.78;^) and the 
medial liquids 5^/4.71/.) compete well with each other in the 
word initial position in terms of communication. Due to their 
high degree of adroitness, the apical liquids with 93 
(87.73>i;) occurrences word initially, are the highest. 
te) Impact of Communication on the Relative Preference of 
the Nasals in Terms of Articulators in the CVC words 
Here we assess the effect of communication on the 
frequency of occurrence of the nasals in word initial and 
final positions in terms of hierarchy of adroitness of 
articulators in the CVC words. The actual frequencies are 
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Table 2-5 : Frequency of Nasals in the I n i t i a l and the 
F ina l P o s i t i o n of the CVC Words in Terms of 
A r t i c u l a t o r s 
Comments on Table 2-5 
1 . Out of a t o t a l of 279 occurrences of nasal u n i t s in the 
CVC words* we have 152 (54.48>i) occurrences of the 
ap ica l n a s a l , 106 (38.00>i) occurrences of l a b i a l nasal 
and only 21 C7.52;<) occurrences of the do r sa l n a s a l , 
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whereas there is a total skewing against the use of 
medial nasal. These figures are clearly justified in 
terms of hierarchy of adroitness of articulators. 
2. Inasmuch as the communicative load is highest in the 
word initial position, we expect a fairly good competition 
among different units. Thus,of a total of 115 initial 
Occurrences of nasals, we have 51 (33.56><) apical nas^l 
Occurrences and 64 (e»0.38j4) labial nasal occurrences. 
The iabials however, outnumber the apicals. This skewing, 
against apicals in favor of labials, is explainable in 
terms of vision ^visibility of labial units;. Vision, 
as an orienting principle will be dealt with later in 
our doctoral research. 
Whereas the medial nasal does not occur in the CVC 
words of Calcutta Urdu, the aorsal nasal is used only in 
the word final position of the CVC words. 
3. In the communicatively less important word final position, 
we expect the physiologically favored units to be addi-
tionally favored and physiologically disfavored units to 
be additionally disfavored. Thus, out (bf 164 final 
occurrences of nasals, the apical nasal with 101 (61.60>i) 
occurrences, the labial nasal with _42 (25.60><; occurre-
nces and dorsal nasal with 21 (12.80/.; » conform to our 
expectations. It is to be noted that as soon as the 
visibility impact on labial nasal, in the word final 
position, gets lessened, the frequency of this unit is 
drastically reduced from 55.65>i (initially; to 25.6u/. 
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( . f ina l ly) . The dorsa l n a s a l , which occurs only in the 
word f ina l pos i t i on , i s qu i t e understandably low in 
frequency of occurrence. 
(2) communicative Load on the I n i t i a l and Final Posi t ions of 
the word in Terms of Number of Ar t icu la tors 
As pointed out e a r l i e r ( c f . Introduction : 0 . 3 . 1 ( 4 ) ) , 
humans seek a minimax so lu t ion between accomplishment and 
e f f o r t (maximum output with minimum input ; in a i l t h e i r 
endeavors . This same psychological t r a i t of human beings i s 
a l s o manifested in the funct ioning of language. Thus, in 
terms of human behaviour, we expect t ha t phonological 
u n i t s involving fewer a r t i c u l a t o r s w i l l be preferred over 
those u t i l i z i n g more a r t i c u l a t o r s . 
However, from the viewpoint of communication we 
expect a ra ther competi t ive use of the phonological uni t s 
(vo ice les s versus voiced, unaspira ted versus asp i ra ted) in 
the i n i t i a l pos i t ion of the word (higher caaimunicative 
l o a d ) , and a s e l e c t i v e u t i l i z a t i o n of the same u n i t s in 
the f ina l pos i t ion of the word ( l e s s e r communicative l o a d ) . 
In t h i s s ec t ion , we make an attempt to examine the 
e f f e c t of communication on the frequency of occurrence 
of un i t s u t i l i z i n g both few and more a r t i c u l a t o r s in the 
word i n i t i a l and f i n a l p o s i t i o n s . The analys is here i s 
l imi t ed to the CVC words of Calcut ta Urdu. 
•Human Behaviour, as an o r i e n t i n g p r inc ip le for the 
phonological ana lys i s of Ca lcu t t a Urdu w i l l be taken up, 
i n d e t a i l , i n our doc to ra l r e s e a r c h . 
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( a ) Unasp i ra t ed and A s p i r a t e d Stops in the CVC Words. 
Here we a s s e s s the e f f e c t of communicative load on 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the u n a s p i r a t e d and a s p i r a t e d s t o p u n i t s 
i n t h e i n i t i a l and f i n a l p o s i t i o n of the CVC words i n 
C a l c u t t a Urdu. The f i g u r e s i n terms of f r equency coun t s are 
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Tab le 2-6 : Frequency of the Unasp i ra ted and t h e Asp i ra ted 
Stops i n the I n i t i a l and F i n a l P o s i t i o n of the 
CVC Words 
comments on Table 2-6 : 
1 . The f requency of occur rence of a l l the u n a s p i r a t e d s tops 
( p b t d t d c j k g) and of a l l the a s p i r a t e d s tops (ph 
bh t h dh t h dh ch j h kh ghj a re compared h e r e , i n bo th the 
i n i t i a l and f i n a l p o s i t i o n s of t h e CVC w o r d s . 
2 . The f i g u r e s of t h e above t a b l e 2 - 6 , show t h a t out of a 
t o t a l of 1417 occu r r ences of s t o p s , t h e r e i s a g e n e r a l 
p r e f e r e n c e f o r t h e u n a s p i r a t e d s t o p s 1048 (,73.96^i) v i s - a - v i s 
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their aspirated counterparts 369 (26.047i). This skewing 
against the use of aspirated stops and in favor of unaspi-
rated stops is explainable in terms of both physiological 
mechanism and human behaviour. 
3. •Physiologically, in the production of aspiration a greater 
amount of energy (in the form of a puff of breath emitted 
from the lungs and forced through the larynx with tri-
angular configurations of the glottis)is required. Thus, 
the aspirated stops are physiologically more complex than 
their unaspirated counterparts. This physiological dis-
favoring is manifested through the figures. 1048 (73.96^ '^  
out of 1417 are unaspirated and 369 (26.04?i; are aspirated 
stops. 
4, In terms of human behavior, the aspirated stops are dis-
favored vis-a-vis their unaspirated counterparts, owing to 
their (aspirated stops') U6e of an extra articulator 
larynx (for aspiration). It may however be noted that 
unaspirated voiced stops (b d g, etc.; also require 
larynx, as an extra articulator (for voicing;. But, as 
noted above physiologically, voicing, in the production 
of unaspirated stops, is a less complex phenomenon as 
compared to aspiration. Thus, physiologically more complex 
aspirated stops are also disfavored in terms of human beha-
vior. The figures of the table 2-6 clearly display this 
fact. 
*As stated in our chapter on physiological base (cf. 
Chapter 1), we have not dealt with all the physiological 
factors that play a role in the phonology of Calcutta Urdu. 
All aspects of physiological mechanism will be taken up in 
our doctoral research. 
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5 . I t may however be noted t h a t in terms of communication, we 
know tha t the l a s t phonological uni t of a word c a r r i e s the 
minimum communicative load of tha t word. Therefore, we 
expect t h a t the unaspi ra ted stops which are preferred over 
aspi ra ted s t ops , for reasons s ta ted above, would be add i -
t i ona l ly preferred in the word f i n a l pos i t i on . Expectedly, 
the f igures of the t ab le 2 -6 , show tha t out of a t o t a l of 
577 f ina l occurrences of s t o p s , the unaspirated s tops with 
514 (89.08;/^) of occurrences d r a s t i c a l l y outnumber the _6^ 
(I0.92>i) occurrences of a sp i r a t ed s tops . In the communicativ-
ely important word i n i t i a l pos i t ion too , the more favored 
unaspiratedi stops outnumber the l ess favored asp i ra ted s tops . 
As such, out of a t o t a l of 840 i n i t i a l occurrences of s t o p s , 
unaspirated stops with 534 (63.57/.) occurrences are c l e a r l y 
ahead of aspi ra ted stops 306 ( 3 6 . 4 3 / ) . 
Furthermore, the d r a s t i c increase in the pecen-
tage of asp i ra ted stops from 63^  (17.07/) in the word f i n a l 
pos i t ion to 306 (82.93/) in the word i n i t i a l pos i t ion i s 
p a r t l y motivated by physiology, i n t h a t , more a i r from the 
lungs i s ava i l ab l e a t the beginning of the word than a t the 
end of the word. Hov*/ever, the r e l a t i v e preference of a s p i r a t i o n 
i n the word i n i t i a l pos i t ion i s mainly motivated by the heavy 
communicative load car r ied by the f i r s t phonological u n i t of 
the word, 
(b) Voiceless and Voiced Stops in the CVC Words 
Hwre we w i l l be h igh l igh t ing the e f fec t of communi-
ca t i on on the frequency of occurrence of vo ice less arxi voiced 
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s t o p s i n t h e i n i t i a l and f i n a l p o s i t i o n of t h e CVC woras i n 
C a l c u t t a Urdu. The a c t u a l occu r rences of the opposing s t o p 
u n i t s i n word i n i t i a l and f i n a l p o s i t i o n s a r e p r e s e n t e d i n t h e 

























' 4 0 . 0 1 
To ta l 840 








Grand Total 1417 
Table 2-7 : Frequency of the V o i c e l e s s and Voiced Stops i n 
the I n i t i a l and F i n a l P o s i t i o n of the CVC Words 
Coniments on Table 2-7 : 
1. The table presented above, d isp lays f igures fo r a l l the 
10 voice less s tops ( p t t c k ph th th ch khj and a l l the 
10 voiced s tops (b d d j g bh dh dh jh gh; , as they occur 
in a l l ins tances of the CVC words. 
2 . The voiced s tops are produced by an add i t iona l a r t i c u l a t o r , 
larynx ( for voic ing; v i s - a - v i s the vo ice l e s s s t o p s . Thus, 
being more complex phonological un i t s in terms of number 
of a r t i c u l a t o r s , the voiced s tops should be disfavored in 
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comparison with the voiceless stops. The preference for 
voiceless stops over the voiced stops is clearly shown by 
the figures of the above table. Of the total stop occurren-
ces of 1417, the voiceless stops with 850 (59.99^; out-
number the voiced stops 567 {A0,01y:). 
3. In terms of communication, however, we know that the commu-
nicatiNte load is higher in word initial position and is 
lowest in word final position. V/e therefore, expect that 
the contrasting phonological units should compete well in 
their occurrences in the initial position of the word. And, 
as expected, the less favored voiced stops of Calcutta Urdu 
compete well with their voiceless counterparts in the commu-
nicatively important word initial position. That is, out 
of a total of 84U initial occurrences of stops, the voice-
less stops account for 437 (52.02^<; occurrences and voiced 
stops occur in 403 (47.98^) instances. These figures 
clearly correspond to our claim in terms of communication. 
Furthermore, in the communicatively less important word 
final position, whereas the more favored voiceless stops 
are additionally favored, the less favored voiced stops 
are additionally disfavored. Therefore, out of a total of 
577 final occurrences of stops, the voiceless stops with 
413 (71.58;<) drastically outnumber the voiced stops 164 
2^8,42;/^ ;. Thus, our claim in terms of communication is 
clearly validated by the figures of the table 2-7. 
4. It may further be noted that, as stated above, the commu-
nicatively least important final position of the word is 
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best suited for the least complex phonological units, such 
as voiceless stops which are clearly favored over the voiced 
stops. This skewing in favor of voiceless stops, in the 
final position of the word, is partial in Calcutta Urdu. 
But, when all the voiced stops are eliminated in the word 
final position, as it happens in New High German, there is 
a total skewing in favor of voiceless stops. This total 
skewing is clearly motivated by communication and is termed 
•neutralization' by N. Trubetzkoy. Thus, neutralization is 
an extreme case of disfavoring in terms of ccHnmunication, 
Z.2.Z, Pairs of Words with the Same Phonological Units in 
Reverse Order 
The CVC monosyllabic words, analyzed here,begin and end 
with a consonant,except few words where C may be zero initially 
and/or finally.The C in the CVC words repreeents any of the 
thirty-four(34) consonantsCcf.DiagraiD 1-1). 
that 
It is importaiit to note/there are many instances in 
Calcutta Urdu,where an interchange of initial and final coufcon-
ants bring about a drastic change in meaning. That is, interch-
ange 01 consonants syntaginatically lixe C.VCp and C^VC, may 
represent two distinct words with difierent meanings. This 
syntagmatic interchange oi consonants la illustrated with the 





























































































p / t 
p/1 
p / t 















































drive on forcibly 





























t / j 
























































































































































































































































































































h/r hu:r houri 
ru:h soul 
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Comments on the monosyllabic words presented above : 
1. Inasmuch as the interchange of initial and final consonants, 
in many Calcutta Urdu CVC words, signal a change in meaning, 
hence it is communicatively oriented. The pairs of words pre-
sented above are good examples of communicative economy 
achieved through confcinatory phonology. 
2. ConiBunicative economy through combinatory phonology. 
(i) The theoretical rationale for communicative facility 
(with more than one meaningful units;, by employing the 
same nuntoer of phonological units in different orders, can 
be provided in terms of •• double articulation" of a lan-
guage Cor dialect;, 
(ii) The first articulation (grammar; of a language or dialect 
provides communicative facility in the sense that only a 
finite number of signes (signal-^neaning units; combine to 
cover all human experience, 
(iii) However, a greater economy is achieved at the level of 
second articulation (phonology) where a handful (only a 
few dozen; of distinctive phonological units combine judi-
ciously to keep distinct all the signes we need. It 
minimizes effort on the part of memory since, smaller 
nun4)er of phonological units recur in different combina-
tions and make the communication easy. This concept of 
communicative economy through combinatory phonology is 
fully developed in terms of 'double articulation' by the 
famous French linguist Andre Martinet. 
3. Thus, in the phonology of Calcutta Urdu, economy in the 
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formation of signal-meaning units is achieved by arranging 
the same phonological units in the reverse order to form 
two distinct signal-meaning units. 
Section 2.3. Phonological Mergers 
As we know that phonological units are not utilized 
randomly in a language or dialect, therefore, we expect skew-
ings, both in the makeup of the phonological units and in the 
frequency of usage of these units in the word. 
Keeping the above fact in mind, in the previous section 
(cf. 2.2,1.), we discussed how communicative load affects the 
frequency of occurrence of the phonological units in the 
initial and final positions of the word. In this section, 
however, we will try to examine as to how the phonological 
mergers are brought about by the variations of the communica-
tive load. Andre Martinet defines the concept of •functional 
load' (communicative load), as the measure of the value of a 
phonological unit in the total functioning of the language, 
based on the units' ability to differentiate communicative 
messages. 
It is to be noted that phonological units appearing in 
large number of words have a higher conanunicative load than 
do those units which occur in fewer words. We can, therefore, 
expect that the phonological units with low communicative 
load may be eliminated or merged with the neighboring units, 
whereas the phonological units with high communicative load 
are likely to survive in a language (or dialect). 
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Mergers, of both consonantal and vocalic units, can 
take place in a language or dialect. However, Calcutta dialect 
of Urdu language is characterized by consonantal mergers only. 
Ten consonantal units, set up in classical and modern standard 
Urdu, are found to be completely merged with their neighbouring 
units in Calcutta Urdu. This paradigmatic merger is shown in 
Diagram 2-2, below. 
LCL/LF HCL/HF 
q _ - ^ k 
f > ph 
V ^ bh 
z ^ j 
S ^ s 
X ^ kh 
§ ^ g 
mh ^ m 
nh ^ n 
Ih ^ . 1 
Diagram 2-2 : The Mergers of Consonantal Units 
Comments on Diagram 2-2 : 
As shown in the diagram above, the c l a s s i c a l and 
modern standard Urdu, consonantal un i t s q f v z l x Q m h n h 
Ih , have merged with k ph bh j s kh g m n 1 , r e s p e c t i v e l y , in 
Ca lcu t ta d i a l e c t of Urdu. Inasmuch as the merged consonantal 
u n i t s have a low communicative load (LCL) , in terms of t h e i r 
occurrences in words, these un i t s are found to be merged 
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with those neighboring units which have high communicative 
load (HCL). 
it is interesting to note that out of the ten merged 
consonants, six are fericatives (cf. Diagram 2-2). This 
largescale merger of fricatives is quite understandable in 
the light of the fact that roost of these fricatives occur 
only in Perso-Arabic words which are fever in number. There-
fore, it is not surprising that these less frequent (LF) 
fricatives, having low communicative load (LCL; have been 
merged with the neighbouring units having high communicative 
load (HCL) and high frequency kHF). The consonantal unit q, 
which occurs only in few Arabic words, has the same 
communicative explanation for its merger with k in Calcutta 
Urdu. 
As far as the classical Urdu and modern standard Urdu 
aspirated nasals mh nh and aspirated liquid ih are concerned, 
owing to their low communicative load, they too have merged 
with their more frequent unaspirated counterparts in Calcutta 
Urdu. 
Though communication is the main factor behind the 
merger of consonantal units, discussed above, there are other 
factors like physiology and human behaviour which also favor 
the mergers of these units. However, physiology and human 
behaviour explanations are beyond the scope of this disser-
tation and will be taKen up in our doctoral research. 
The paradigmatic merger of classical and modern stan-
dard Urdu phonological units, as discussed above, is illus-








































































twentysixth letter oi 
Urdu alphabet 
army 
fail(of a sari) 















thirtieth letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
stobornnesE 
* For form c l a s s and further d e t a i l s of meaning,see g lossa ry 






































j e : r 
j o : 





6 a : l 
B^'.m 
















676 sixteenth letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
680 vowel marker for I ana i: 
681 twentythird letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
685 force, pressure 
1035 shirt 
1039 doubt; suspicion 
]0i^2 condition; bet 
lObl shawl 
1064 evening 
IO84 eighteenth and nineteenth 
letter oi Urdu alphabet 
1110 Sheikh:one of the lour 
classes of muslims 
1111 tiger, lion 
1120 noise, uproar 
1126 desire, fancy 
776 madness, sanity 
777 letter 
781 fragrant grass 
784 sound of snoring 
786 dream 
789 dust, ashes 
790 special 
792 envelope; wrapper 
794 Khan: coifiinon ad junc t of 
Pathan names 
804 self 
































































tenth letter of Urdu 
alphabet 
cover, case 
well-being; any way 




twentyfifth letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
name of a Muslim saint 
deliberation 
for you 
fox' him, for her 
groom 
stove 
It is to bfc noted here that we have taken only those woras as 
illustrative exaicples in which the merger has taken place only in 
the initial position or both in the initial and the final positions 
of the word.All those words in which the merger has taken place only 
in the final position of the word have been left out. Parenthetically, 
it may be noted here that the number of words in which the merger 
has taken place in the final position and the medial position is 
also very small. 
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Section 2./+. Homonyay 
Homonymy refers to the process whereoy a word remains the 
same in lorm as another word, but differs drastically in terms ol 
meaning. These homonymous pairs of words create communicative 
problems for the speakers of a language. For they have to infer 
the correct meaning with the help of the context. Though, certain 
amount of homonymy is tolerated by means of human intelligence, 
however, large-scale homonymy is generally avoided in languages. 
In section 2./+.1, we present a list of all the homonymous 
pairs of words that are encountered among the monosyllabic woras 
of Calcutta Urdu. In section Z.i^.Zf we propose to see how mergers 
of certain consonantal units lead to homonymous pairs of words in 
Calcutta Urdu. Section 2.if.3 will deal with word final deaspiration 
and homonymy in Calcutta Urdu. In section 2.4.4» we analyze as to 
how sometimes aspiration is preserved to avoid homonymy. 
2.if.l. Homonymous Pairs of Words 
In the following list, we have presented all the homonymous 
pairs of words t^ at are encountered among the monosyllabic words 









































lying flat on 
one's stoiiaacn 
be skifflffled 























































































































































































































































away! be off! 
tune, melody 
















































































































































































































































Khan: coiairion adjunct 







































































































flat stone on sll 
which spices are 























maund: a unit of 
weight equal to 40 ngs 
meet, be found 
be shaved 
demand 
barreKof a gun) 
thirtysecond letter 
of Urdu alphabet 
adhere, stick 
be able 





























































121. ya: Of, Oh! yar 
of Urdu alphabet 
or, either 
A cursory glance on the homonyaious pairs of words, listed 
above, shows that in many instances homonymy have been created by way 
of certain phonological changes. It is to be noted that unlike 
computers, human beings can easily disambiguate the limited number 
of homonymous pairs in the context of situation with their intelli-
gence. 
Z.ii.Z. Consonantal Mergers and Homonymy 
In oui> section on mergers (cf. 2.3'), we presented list of 
words which have been affected by consonantal mergers. In this 
section, however, we provide a list of all those homonymous pairs 
of words wnich have been created as a result of mergers of conson-
antal units. 













































































































If we compare the above list of homonymy, with the list 
provided in section Z,3i we clearly observe that only a handful of 
homonymous pairs have been created as a result of mergers of conson-
antal units in Calcutta Urdu. 
2.if.3. Word Final Deaspiration and Homonymy 
As hinted in the previous sections, aspiration is disfavored 
in terms of both physiological and human behavior reasons. As a 
result of this disfavoring, we get an almost total skewing against 
the aspirated stops in the communicatively less important word final 
position. It is interesting to note that the dropping of aspiration 
in word final position (cf. Glossary), does not create large-scale 
homonymy in Calcutta Urdu. However, a small number of homonymous 
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pa i r s , due the l o s s of word final h and a s p i r a t i o n oi Standard Urdu, 
do r e su l t in Calcut ta Urdu. I t i s to be noted tha t we analyze the 
word final deasp i ra t ion from the CVC words only. The homonymous 































































































































2.if.4. Preservation of Aspiration in Homonymous Context 
As said above, aspira t ion i s genera l ly disfavored for 
physiological and human behavior reasons . Therefore, we observe 
vast skewing aga ins t aspi ra ted stops in the communicatively l e s s 
important word f i na l pos i t ion . Notwithstanding t h i s fac t , there 
are some words in Calcutta Urdu which have re ta ined the i r aspi ra t ion 
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in word final position in homonymous context. These Calcutta Urdu 
CVC words are presented below. 
I II 
Words of Calcutta Urdu 



























































































locK of hair 
bring 
It may be noted that if the words of column I drop their 
aspiration in word final position, they will become identical to 
the words of column II and will create problem of homonymy. To avoid 
this problem, words of column I preserve their aspiration in homon-
ymous context. It may further be noted that some of the words of 
column I dp have alternate deaspirated forms. 
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Section 2.5. Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have made an attempt to assess the 
role of communication in the phonology of Calcutta Urdu. This 
assessment is done by examining the non-random character of 
phonological units at both the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
levels. 
Section 2.1, is devoted to studying the impact of commu-
nication on the paradigm of most of the phonological units of 
Calcutta Urdu presented in the phonological grid (Diagram 1-1), 
we have presented the "inventory" of Calcutta Urdu phonemes 
by contrasting them in minimal and sub-minimal pairs of words. 
The establishment of these phonemes is clearly based on 
communication. 
In Section 2.2, we have dealt with the combinatory 
pattern of phonological units that is clearly motivated by 
communication. In the subsection 2.2.1, we have examined, 
through ffequency counts, the impact of communicative load 
on the initial and final positions of monosyllabic words of 
Calcutta Urdu. Here we founa that tne consonantal units that 
are favored in terms of nierarchy of adroitness of articu-
lators, are additionally favored at the expense of the dis-
favored units in word final position. However, the preference 
of favored units is slightly reduced to the advantage of the 
unfavored units in the initial position of the word. This 
deviation from the norm in the two positions of the word is 
brought about by the communicative factor. We have displayed 
this fact through frequency counts of different categories of 
consonants (stops, fricative, etc.). We have also shown 
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through statistical counts the preference for the voiceless 
stops over the voiced stops (produced by an extra articulator, 
larynx), ano the favoring of unaspirated stops over the 
aspirated stops, in the communicatively less important word 
final position. It was also shown nere that pairs of words with 
the same phonological units in reverse order, in CVC worcs, 
effect a change in meaning. 
In section 2.3, we have dealt with the mergers of Stan-
dard Urdu pnonological units into their neighboring units in 
Calcutta Urdu. The mergers are mainly brought about by the low 
communicative load of the phonological units in the word. We 
have presented a list of words in which mergers have taken place. 
Section 2.4, deals with homonymy, a communicative problem. 
We have listed all the homonymous pairs of words that are 
encountered among the monosyllabic words of Calcutta Urdu, we 
have also given examples to show that how mergers of phono-
logical units and drop of aspiration produces homonymy in 
Calcutta Urdu. Examples have also been given to show that 
sometimes aspiration is retained to avoid homonymy. 
In the chapter under review, as attempt has been made 
to assess the contribution of communication in the non-random dis-
tribution of phonological units on both the syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic levels of Calcutta Urdu phonology. 
To conclude : (1) The phonological units of Calcutta 
Urdu are established throuah meaning distinctions (communi-
cation) in minimally different words (2) The communicative 
load is maximum in the word initial position. In contrast, 
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the final position of the word carr ies the minimum communica-
t ive load. Thus, the frequency counts for different categories 
of consonantal units (s tops , f r i c a t i ve , l iquids , e t c . ) , show 
tha t the units produced with the most adroit apex are addi-
t ional ly preferred in the word f inal position. Whereas the more 
adroi t labial-dorsal ana less adroi t medium are additionally 
disfavored at the end of the word. However, in the communicatively 
important word i n i t i a l position the apicals , the l ab i a l s , the 
dorsals and the medials compete well with each other. (3) The 
same phonological units can be used in reverse order to produce 
d i s t i n c t sional-^eanina units (the signe) in Calcutta Urdu. Thus, 
for effect ive , successful communication, the mul t ip l i c i t ly of 
signals i s achieved by an economic use of the phonological units 
in combinatory phonology. (4) As we know that phonological units 
produced with fewer a r t i cu la to rs are preferred over the units 
produced with more a r t i c u l a t o r s . In terms of communication 
therefore, the units produced with fewer a r t i cu la tors are 
addit ionally preferred in the communicatively less important 
word final posit ion. However, there i s a competitive use of 
phonolooical units u t i l i z ing fewer and more a r t i cu l a to r s , in 
the communicatively important word i n i t i a l posi t ion. In 
support of this claim we have shown through frequency counts, 
the preference for voiceless and unaspirateo stops over their 
voiced and aspirated counterparts. As a resu l t , there i s a 
pa r t i a l ' neu t ra l iza t ion ' of voiceless-voiced contrast (in 
favor of voiceless stops) and of unaspirated-aspirated con-
t r a s t (in favor of unaspirated stops) in word f inal position in 
Calcutta Urdu. Thut, Trubetzkoy's c6nc«»pt of neutralization can be 
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explained in terms of communication. (5) Calcut ta Urdu phono-
logy i s marked by mergers of many consonantal u n i t s . Inasmuch 
a s , the communicative load i s not the same for a l l phonolo-
g ica l u n i t s , the un i t s with l e a s t communicative load are l i k e l y 
to merge with the paradigmat ica l ly appropriate u n i t s . Therefore, 
many consonantal un i t s are found to be merged with t h e i r 
neifcfhboring un i t s in Calcut ta Urdu. C6) F i n a l l y , we have also 
d e a l t with homonymy, which may sometime create communicative 
problems. We have l i s t e d a l l the homonymous p a i r s encountered 
in Calcutta Urdu. W'e have a l so iden t i f i ed the homonymous pa i r s 
of words which have been created by mergers and drop of 
a s p i r a t i o n . I t may be noted t h a t l a rge-sca le homonymy has not 
been created in the phonological system of Calcut ta Urdu. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Summary and Conclusions 
A phonological analysis of the monosyllabic words of 
Calcutta Urdu has been presented in this dissertation, with a 
view to explaining the non-random character of the phonological 
units both in terms of their paradigmatic makeup and the fre-
quency of usage of these units in the speech chain. The phono-
logical principles of Columbia school of linguistics form the 
basis of the analysis presented in this dissertation. The 
analysis undertaken here is limited to highlighting the role of 
communication in the makeup and the distribution of the phono-
logical units in the monosyllabic words of Calcutta Urdu. 
However, a brief account of the physiological makeup of the 
phonological units and their syntagmatic distribution have also 
been presented. 
This chapter is divided into two sections. A chapter-
wise summary of the analysis is presented in section 3.1. In 
section 3.2, we present our conclusions. 
Section 3»1. Summary 
The introductory chapter deals with the historical 
setting of Calcutta Urdu, the field procedures adopted in the 
collection of phonological data, the theoretical framework 
for the analysis, and the scope of the present research. 
In chapter one,'an attempt has been made to provide a 
brief account of the physiological base for the establishment 
of the phonological units, and their distribution in the 
syntagmatic organization of the word. In section 1.1, we 
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present and jus t i fy the phonological grid of Calcutta Urdu. 
This grid is made up of a l l the 54 phonological units (34 
consonants and 20 vowels) , plus three abstract units -
V(oicing), A(spiration) and N(asal i ty) . We then present expla-
natory comments on the various physiological features that 
affect the makeup of the phonological un i t s . I t is demonstrated 
here that the phonological grid of Calcutta Urdu is a network 
of i t s phonological uni ts that are realized on the i n t e r -
sections of the relevant physiological axes of ar t icula tors and 
apertures. We have also highlighted the fact that unlike 
"phonemic inventory" , which merely l i s t s the '• phonemes", the 
phonological grid represents both the in ter re la t ionship of the 
phonological units (value relationship) and the i r substantive 
charac ter is t ics in teriiiS of physiology. 
In section 1.2 of th is chapter, i t has been demonstrated 
that the re la t ive adroitness of various supraglottal a r t i cu -
la to rs (the apex, labium, dorsum and medium) affect both the 
makeup of the consonantal units and t h e i r frequency of usage in 
the speech chain. Thus, the most adroit apex i s involved in 
the production of 1^ (8 apico-*dentals and 8 apico->palatals) 
consonants followed by 6 consonants each by the more adroit 
labium and dorsuia. The less adroit medium is also instrumental 
in producing 6 consonantal units which i s against our hypothesis, 
but as expected the i r frequency of usage goes dras t ica l ly down 
in the speech chain. 
The re la t ive adroitness of the supraglottal a r t icu la tors 
that has a bearing on the makeup of the consonantal un i t s , also 
has a great impact on the frequency of usage of these units in 
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the syntagmatic organization of the monosyllabic words in 
Calcutta Urdu. It has been shown through frequency counts 
that the apical consonants produced by the most adroit apex 
are most preferred, followed by the almost parallel preference 
for the labial-dorsal units produced by the more adroit labium 
and dorsum, and finally the medial units produced by the less 
adroit medium of the tongue. 
In chapter two of this dissertation, wel.have evaluated 
the role of communication in the paradigmatic makeup of the 
phonological units and the frequency of occurrence of these 
units in the syntagmatic organization of the word in Calcutta 
Urdu, In section 2.1, we have presented the " phonemic inven-
tory" of Calcutta Urdu. This inventory consists of 50 out of 
54 phonological units. These 50 units which are traditionally 
known as " phonemes" are established through communication by 
way of contrast in minimal and sub-minimal pairs of words using 
meaning distinctions. The remaining 4 units are non-distinctive 
positional variants. 
In section 2.2 of this chapter, we have dealt with the 
combinatory phonolooy of Calcutta Urdu. In terms of communi-
cation we made a claim that the initial position of the word 
carries greater communicative load than does the final position 
of the word, we have shown through frequency counts that there 
is a competitive use of the favored and the disfavored conso-
nants, in the communicatively important initial position of 
the monosyllabic words of Calcutta Urdu. However, this 
competition is greatly minimized in the communicatively least 
important final position of the word where the favored 
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consonants are aaditionally favored and the disfavored conso-
nants are additionally disfavored. Thus, despite the given 
hierarchy of adroitness of articulators, the apical , the 
labial , the drosal and the medial consonants compete well 
with each other in the wor(i initial position. In the final 
position of the word however, there is much preference for the 
consonants produced by the most adroit articulator, apex, 
followed by the consonants produced by the more adroit labium-
dorsum and the less adroit medium. Similarly, the disfavored 
voiced and aspirated stops (produced by an extra articulator, 
larynx) compete well with their favored voiceless and unaspi-
rated counterparts in word initial position. However, in the 
word final position, the voiceless and the unaspirated stops 
are highly favored over their voiced and aspirated counterparts. 
In section 2.3, we have provided the communicative ratio-
nale for the phonological mergers of certain consonants from 
Standard Urdu to Calcutta Urdu. It is explained that the 
phonological units having low communicative load are prone to 
elimination and mergers and that they generally merge with 
their neighboring nits having high communicative load. Thus, 
the consonants q f v s z x g Ih mh nh with their lov/ communi-
cative load in tandard Urdu, are totally lost in Calcutta 
Urdu and merge respectively with their neighboring units 
k p-ph bh s j kh g m n 1 in Calcutta Urdu. 
In dealing with homonymy in section 2.4, we have given 
a list of all the homonymous pairs of words encountered among 
the monosyllabic words of Calcutta Urdu. We have also 
explained as to hov/ mergers and dropping of aspiration 
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c o n t r i b u t e to the c rea t ion of homonymy in Calcutta Urdu. I t 
i s a l so demonstrated h e r ^ h a t whereas l a rge-sca le homonymy i s 
avoided in languages, a small amount of homonymy i s e a s i l y 
borne by a language, and a l imi ted number of:homonymous p a i r s 
are found in almost a l l languages. 
Sec t ion 3 . 2 . Conclusions 
The following points may be presented by way of 
conclusion : 
{ 1) A t o t a l number of 54 phonological uni ts (34 consonantal 
and 20 vocalic) have been s e t up for Calcutta Urdu and 
presented in phonological gr id (Diagram 1-1). 
(2) The phonological gr id of Ca lcu t ta Urdu i s d i f f e r en t from 
the phonemic inventory (Diagram 2-1) tha t may be e s t a b l i -
shed for th i s d i a l e c t of Urdu. Although, in the framework 
of t r a d i t i o n a l American phonemics, the " phonemes" l i s t e d 
in the inventory are t h e o r e t i c a l l y es tabl ished through 
s u b s t i t u t i o n a l - d i s t r i b u t i o n a l c r i t e r i a , as a shor t cut 
they are general ly s e t up by c o n t r a s t through minimal and 
sub-iminimal p a i r s , which imply meaning d i s t i n c t i o n s . On 
the o ther hand, the phonological un i t s in the grid are 
e x p l i c i t l y es tab l i shed i n terms of contras t through 
minimal p a i r s . For , communication, one of our o r i e n t i n g 
p r i n c i p l e s , j u s t i f i e s the use of meaning in phonological 
a n a l y s i s , 
(3) The phonological un i t s i n the gr id have not been placed 
vacuously. That i s , unl ike phonemes which are merely 
l i s t e d in the inven tory , the phonological units in the 
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grid are t ied with each o the r in terms of value r e l a t i o n s h i p . 
At the same t ime, the phonetic substance of the phonological 
u n i t s in the grid i s determined by t h e i r phys io logica l makeup 
i n terras of i n t e r s e c t i n g axes of a r t i c u l a t o r s and ape r tu r e s . 
Thus, the phonetic substance and phonological value are 
weighed on equal sca les* 
(4) Modern Standard Urdu and some of i t s important d i a l e c t s l ike 
Dakkhini Urdu, Delhi Urdu, Bihar Urdu, e t c . , have been 
analyzed in the framework of de sc r ip t i ve l i n g u i s t i c s . 
Phonet ic and phonological desc r ip t ions have also been wr i t ten 
f o r these d i a l e c t s . Based on s e l e c t i v e da t a , these works 
simply present the phonemic ana lys is in the framework of 
t r a d i t i o n a l phohemics. 
(5) The phonological ana ly s i s presented here provide explanat ion 
for the non-random d i s t r i b u t i o n of phonological u n i t s both 
i n the paradigmatic makeup of these un i t s in the gr id and 
t h e i r combinatory c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s in the syntagm, in terms 
of two or ien t ing p r i n c i p l e s , namely, communication and 
physiology. 
(6) The quan t i t a t i ve support through frequency counts based on 
exhaus t ive ly co l l ec ted da ta (comprising monosyllabic words) 
f u r t h e r va l ida t e s the phonological ana lys is presented here . 
The d i s s e r t a t i o n conta ins both t h e o r e t i c a l and methodological 
innova t ions . 
The evidence t h a t we have presented for the e s t a b l i s h -
ment of 54 phonological u n i t s in the grid of Calcutta Urdu, 
and for the non-random arrangement of these uni t s in the 
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various pos i t ions of the monosyllabic words, in terms two of 
the five phonological p r inc ip l e s of Columbia School of 
L i n g u i s t i c s , seems to prove the v a l i d i t y of our analysis beyond 
reasonable doubt. Therefore , the d i s s e r t a t i o n may not only 
cont r ibute to our unaerstanding of the inner mechanism of 
Calcutta Urdu phonology, but also to our understanding of the 
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Glossary of Monosyllabic Words 
In Calcutta Urdu 
The glossary presented here is based on the monosyllabic words 
of Calcutta dialect of Urdu. A selected group of Calcutta Urdu 
speakers were employed for the collection of these monosyllabic 
words. The informants selected for the collection of the data had 
Urdu as their native or mother language. 
The following glossary includes only those monosyllabic words 
which occur only as free forms. All other kinds of forms are not 
being included. But, inflected feadnine and plural forms of postp-
ositions and verbal auxilliaries have been listed as separate items 
in the glossary. 
Itemwise presentation of the glossary is made in the following 
five columns. The first column is of item number or serial number 
of the entries being included in the glossary. The second column 
lists the entries, written on the basis of the established phonol-
ogical units of Calcutta Urdu (Diagram 1-1). Thus, entries having 
same meaning but with a difference of any phonological unit have 
been listed as separate entries, and cross references have also 
been made for these entries. The third column indicates the form 
classes to which each entry of the present glossary belongs. The 
fourth column presents the Urdu orthography for each entry. Each 
orthographic entry represents the equivalent of its spoken counter-
part presented in the second column. At the same time any deviation 
from the Standard Urdu is being shown by giving Standard Urdu 
version in paranthesis. The fifth column provides gloss ol the 
entries in E^ nglish. 
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Alphabetic Order oX the Phonological Units in the Glossary 
Vowels and Diphthongs: 
A A a: a: I I i; i: U U u: 'u: e; ^ : o: ^ : ai ^ i au "^ u 
Consonants: 
p ph b bh t th d dh t th d dh c oh 0 jh k kh g gh m n n n 
n s h w l r r r h y 
Abbreviations 
















































































































































































































this; him, her, it 
(prox. demon.; obi. eg.) 
these; them 





























































































this; he, she, it; these; 
they (prox. demon.) 
Eid: a muslim festival 
get up, arise 
get up, arise 
grow 
that; him, her, it 
(remote demon. ; ohl. eg.) 
fly 
those; them 
(remote demon.; obi, pi.) 
that; he, she, it; those; 









pungent root vegetable 
wrap (with a quilt, sheet, 
etc.), cover 






















































































































twentyfourth letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
and; more 
leaf of a door or window; 
sound of closing the door 
sound of falling 
lying flat on one's stomach 
































































































































break wind, fart 
slab 
cover 
pure, clean; holy 
pass(in an examination) 
near, at 
layers of atraw used for : 
pening the unripe mangoes 
bring up 
across, on the other side 






sound of spitting 




Juice of the betel leaf 
chewed and spit out 
beat, strike 
back 
juice of the betel leaf 





























































































































vowel marker for U and u: 
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pair of pants; slaCK 
three quarters 
promptness 
be burst; be torn 
splash 
be traped, be entangled 
first 
fruit 
sound of flapping of 
wing6(by birds) 
hood of a snake 
be traped, be entangled 
omen, augury 
fall(of a sari) 
tear, rip 
slice, piece, bit; gap 
chuck(dry grain, sugar, 
etc., into the mouth fr 
the palm of the hand 




Serial Entries Form Urdu Orth- Close 
No. Classes ography 
145. phi:c Vt ^ C washC clothes) 
(cf. phi:c) 
l i t6 . ph l r c Vt Z^i washC c l o t h e s ) 
•f •* 
(c f . p h i : c ) / 
147. phUt Vi ^ - ^ get l o s t ; be b o i l e d ( w a t e r ) 
148. phUr N ^y-^ sound of f l app ing of 
(c f . phAr) *, wing6(by b i r d s ) 
1if9. phUs Nm ^J*?^ h i s s i n g sound; whisper ing 
150. phu: t Nm ^-^jz r i f t , break; c racked melon 
151. phu : t Vi **^-^ t)e broken, be b u r s t 
152. phu : l Nm U^ flower 
153. phu : l Vi \Jrif swe l l ; bloom 
154. phu:k Vt ,' UJytr)^^ blow 
(c f . phu:k) 
155. phu:B Nm ^J"-^ straw, old dry grass 
156. phu:k Vt *-^!yf blow 
» 
(cf. phu:k) i J 
157. phu:n Nm i \J) ) 0^^ telephone 
(c f. pho:n) 
158. phe: Nm i s - ^ ) - ^ twentysixth letter of 
^ Urdu alphabet 
159. p h e : t Vt i c i A f - i J:^^*^ whip up, beat up 
f^f '^^ 4r\ "' •*• ( i n t o f ro th ) 
(c f . p h e : t ) ,^ /- ^ 
160. phe:k * Vt ^ ^ ^J^)<J^ throw, t o s s 
( c f . phe:k) 
161. p h e : l Pred Adj ^U^^O^ f a i l ( i n « a n examinat ion) 
162. phe : t Vt V^^H^T beat up ( in to f r o t h ) ; 
( c f . ^ h e i t ) y *^ ip ^p 
163. phe:k Vt w ^ ^ throw; engage i n i d l e t a l k 
(cf , phe:k) 
164. phfein N CCr foam 
165* pho:r Vt w < ^ break, c rack , s p l i t 
166. phb:n Nm ( u ' y J ^ ^ te lephone 























































bAn ^ ,. 
bAn 
bAnd 


















































be spread; be expanded 
army 



















































































































































time, turn, occasion 
flood 
tie, bind, fasten 






tie, bind, fasten 
bamboo 
be spread, be laid out 

































































































^ • . 
u:-. 
m 
i ^ - ^ ^ ' 
) f 



















be put out 
Wednesday 
be extinguished, 
be put out 
be extinguished, 




understand(as a riddle) 
under6tand(a6 a riddle) 
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Serial Entries Form Urdu Orth- Gloss 
No. Classes ography 
Z3&* bu:r N Jx hole; vulva 
(cf.'bUr) ^ 
239. bu:d ' N ^M drop 
(cf, burn) 
2/fO. burn t { J^^,)^^- drop 
(cf. burd) 
2^1. ber Nm is-^>4- second letter of Urdu 
a lphabe t 
2if2. b e r t Nm ' ^ cane 
243 . be.-B Vt ^ - s e l l 
244. berg Nm ^* '—^.> u—{< bag 
(cf . baig) 
245* b e r l Vt / k r o l l dough i n t o a f l a t , 
round bread for baking 
2lf6. b e r l Nm / J < beir wood-apple 
247. ber r Nm j ^ , t h e be r r f r u i t 
2/f8. bernc Nm - ^ bench 
249 • b^rn Nm W_J>i frog 
250. bor Vt A sow 
251. bort Nm **-^ boat 
252. bord Nm ^^^Jj^-^' board 
253. bor J Nm {^y,)^- burden, load 
(cf. borjh) 
254. borjh Nm ><^^ burden, load 
(cf. borj) 
255. borl Vi QA speak, say, utter 
256. borr Adj JJi boring, tiresome 
257. born Nm ^—4>f shin bone 
258. baid Nm >c/f physician practising 
, ^ indigenous medicine 
259. bait Nm ^ *"%^  bat (for playing cricket) 






























































































































sound of a falling body 
explosion, flash 
be immersed 
be filled; fill 









strolling player; jester 
twist, twine; 
twist; lie, fabricate 
bhang 
cup made up of clay 
fireplace ; furnace 






















































































































be roasted, be fried 









disguise; weird appearence 
sheep 
vote 
































































































Urdu Orth- Gloss 
c ^ the^; thereupon 




y^ sound produced in slapping 
\J^ body 
CP be stretched 
i„Jlx narrow, tight 
. .I" heat, warm; warm oneself 
V ^ (at fire) 
TX crown 
(l qll;) j^t" niche, arch 
j^[r stare, look at; glance 
j.^^-ji/'lr playing cards 
ilr heat 
/Jw lake, pond 
y[7 telegram; wire, string 
(•[i** palm tree 
jjl^  perceive; guess 
thread, fibre; loom 
Mt* a tune, stretch 
/ y , mole; sesame seed 





































































































be measured; be bent upon 
(a course of action) 
you(in between a:p and te: 
in formal usage) 
Thou, You(addes6ing the 
Almighty) 
Mount Sinai 





twentyC^econd letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
then, so 
cannon, large gun 
toast 
pluck, break 
large belly, potbelly 
large belly, potbelly 
settled, decided, arranged 
swim 
weigh, measure, balance 















































































Fred Adj ^J 
Vi W ^ 
Adj V^^ 
Nm i^ -2>».> 
Gloss 










wholesale; heap, multitude 
of low quality; deficient 
be pressed down, 
be compressed 
ten 











, 1 ^ {l}j)u\j 
irh 
4' J-> 
group, par ty , fact ion 
breath; s t rength 
press down, suppress 
spot, scar 
brand(with a hot i ron) 
Das: a family name in Bengal 
stratagem, t r a p , t r i c k 
s p l i t pulse 
Nm ist^b)ily 
Nm J^J!> 































































































cost, price, value 
donation 
be seen; appear 

















large metal cooking 
vessel; caldron 
native place ; country 
lateness, delay 














^ 3 . 

























































































blame, fault; defect 
friend 
time, phase, period 
race 
run 
noise of a heavy body 
falling; thud 
sound of footsteps 
away! begone! 
sudden impression of 
terror 
sink, pierce 
hold, lay down; 
catch, arrest 
trunk of the body 






sharp edge(of a knife); 
water stream 
paddy 
away! be off! 
stupefied(by liquor, etc.) 


























































































































threatening menace; te] 





pass over, pass off 
croak 
sound of a bell 
ton 
be hung 
sackcloth, canvas, mat 
stitch 










































































































































6tupefied(by liquors, etc.) 
be broken 
stooKseat) 
fifth letter of Urdu 
alphabet 
tape; tape recorder 
support, prop 
screech of a parrot; death 
feel, touch; search for 
hat 






















































































































1 . ix 
m 




force in, press down 
force in, press down 
right, fine, well 
pure, real; chaste 
push, move 




beak(of a bird); mouth 
hammer, strike 
be firm 
bite(as a snake), sting 
be put, be thrown, 
be powered 
fear, apprehension 
fear; be afraid 
fine, penalty 






twelfth letter of Urdu 
alphabet 
pour, lay, put 
!Ct 



























E n t r i e s 






d e : r 
• • 
d o : l 









d h a : l 
dha : l 
• 
dha:k 
(c f . dhAk) 
d h i : i 
« 
d h i : l 
dhUk 
dhu:n 
dhe : r 
dho: 
dho : l 
dhai 
> ^b' 
i J ^ 
159 
Form Urdu Or th -
























Vi ^ - ' ^ ^ 
Vt ^ i ) tV^' 
N ^y^ 
V ^ j 
Nm Jyj 





sink; be drewned 
large metal cooking 
vessel; caldron 
one and a half 
swing; shake 
thread, string,(as of a kite) 
member of a low caste who 
make mats, baskets, etc., 




be moulded, be fashioned; 
decline, fade 
style, manner 
raze to the ground; demolish 





approach, get inside 
search, trace 
mass, heap, pile 
carry, transpor t 
drum 


















































































































sound of tearing or cracking 
climb, mount 




love, adore; wish, desire 
gai t, move 
sieve 
four 
















































































































irri tation, vexation 
become irritated 
compress, squeeze 









be pierced, be pricked 
be subjected to sexual 
intercourse 
pick, peck 






crush, reduce to powder 
squeak; chirp 
kisB 






































































































^ - , 
eg 
'Jk 















wound, injury, hurt 
thief 
beak, bill (of a bird) 




be published, be printed 
roof, ceiling 
Hindu festival 
be picked out, be sorted 
be deceived, be tricked 
iron rod 
be sifted; be cleaned 
print, publish 
peel, bark(of a tree,etc.) 
place where herd is kept 
shade, shadow 
pick out; trim, prune 
filter, sift, strain 
shade, shadow 
be peeled, be scratched 
be snatched, be taken away 
shame! 
peel, scratch, remove 
chintz; stupid, mad 
163 





























E n t r i e s 
c h i : t 
c h l : k 
c h i r k 











(c f . ch'eik) 
c h e : r 
« 
che:k 















































sprinkle; scatter, spread 
sneeze 
sneeze 
snatch, seize, take by force 
be hidden, be concealed 
touch, feel 
touch of anyth ing impure 
d i s c o u n t , s a l e 
ge t f r e e ; be spara ted 
s i x 
hole, opening 
make a hole; bore 
select a prospective 
bride or groom 
provoke; tease 
select a prospective 
bride or groom 
let go, release; leave 
when(relative) 
be tested, be examined 
judge 
jug 
be awakened; wake u p ( i n t r a n . ) 
be b u r n t ; b u r n ( i n t r a n . ) 
r o o t 
f i x , s t ud 
be f rozen , become firm 
man, person 
war, b a t t l e 
16it 
Serial Entries For« Urdu Orth- Gloss 
i-laeses ography 
' '*^- -i^^S 1- >^)<-Xr r u s t 
6W. 3a:t N ' C . U ) C : . U .^^^^ 
^'''- •)« = * N«, v i . ^ j ^ , 
650. j a :g Vi "—^U 
( c f . jAg) be awaken; wake u p d n t r a n . ) 
^^ '- *^ = ^  N" C i ? net, trap 
^^ "^^ J^ = ^  "»' O-> J ( ? thirteenth letter Of 
Urdu alphabet 
press, squeeze 
.^  ,1 Urdu alphabet 
(cf. ca:p) 
65^. ja;t Vt O ^ U press down 
655. ja:c Vt ^ L 
C^ *^  examine, test; inspect 
'^^' '^''^ ' ^Ir traffic Ja. 
658. jS'rn Nm ^L*- li^g 
659- jam Vt l^JLr 1 
^ * < ^ know, recognize 
C - ^ J ^ ot)6tinacy, stubbornness 
j a : n Nm 660. 
6 6 1 . j i d N 
^^ '* r'l" , ^ ^ ° " L T C who, Which. What 
(c£« J O : ) ^ ( r e l a t i v e ; o b i . s g . ) 
' ' ' • ^ ' " P - « C ^ Who, Which, What 
665. j i - Vt ^ ( r e l a t i v e ; o b i . p i . ) 
^^ C/* l i v e ; be a l i v e 
666. j i : p N 
667. o i : b Nm ic.i\tj 
668. j i : t 
Jeep 
C ^ t j c - i ' f tongue 
N 
669. j i : t Vt 
670. it:m Nm 
.;;-, v i c t o r y 
win, conquer 
( '5 ' ) / ^ * seven th l e t t e r of 
( ** Urdu a lphabet 

































du : t 
• 
j u : 6 
ju: i i 
j e : 
je : l ) 
j e : t h 
• 
j e : l 
j e : r 
j o : 
j o ; 
( c f . j l 6 , 
j o : t 
j o : 6 
j o : r 
j o : r 
• 
j o : r 
• 
j o : k 







j b a : g 
j h a : l 
j h a : r 
































Urdu Orth- Glose 
sses ography 
be joined, be united 
^ be joined, be united 
^ > r jute 
[J^J^ juice 
Qjr^ June 
ivj^t^ sixteenth letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
•i,.^ ? pocket 
-^  J* 
husband's elder brother 
Q^» jail, prison 
'>V^//^» vowel markers for I and i: 
( J» ) ^  twentythird letter of 
-^/J: Urdu alphabet 
J7 who, which, what 
(relative) 
Ci^jf plough, cultivate 
I o^ffSi/^Ji 26Sil, enthusiasm, excitement 
/ • i .p force, pressure, power 
•^J7 joint; total 
-^^ join, unite, connect 
^n-*-^ leech 
J^ barley 
*»—<tf^ at once, immediately 
rave, lament 
df move to and fro; fan 
^ ^ fall off; be shed 
i^Jj^ froth, foam 
ijL?*' hot taste, pungency 
^ 1 * (as of chillies) 
^ 4 ^ bush, shrub 
> ^ sweep, dust, comb; scold 
166 
Serial Entries Form Urdu Orth- Gloss 
No. Classes ography 
698. jha:p Vt w.*-^W cover, hide, conceal 
699. jha:t Nm ^ U ' pubic hair 
(/jh^ -. k) 
700. jha:k N L^if peeping; spying 
X 
701. jha:k Vt s^if peep, peer 
702. jhi:l Nm .1^ lake 
703. j h i : t Vt %S(U^ wheedle , t r i c k , deceive 
» • 
704. jh i rm Vi > - ^ doze 
705. jhUk Vi ^ . j y ^ bend, bow 
706. j h u : t K « i^:i7f^ fa lsehood 
707. j h u : s Vt Uyf^ c h e a t , deceive 
708. j h u : l Vi LJL^ sway to and f r o ; swing 
709. jhu:m Vi /Vf^ shake; move about in ecs t a sy 
710. j h e : l Vt A ^ b e a r , endure , suf fer 
711 . j h o : k Vt [s^S^)<^^^L^ throw; 6upply(fuel to a 
ti\yfi'\.\ v * - ^ ' X 7 -»r furnace) 
712. j h o : l NE i\y^ sp icy gravy 
713 • j ho :k Vt ^ 1/ ^ throw; supply ( fue l to a 
(3Wo:k') " ^ ' / furnace) 
lyk^ kAp Nm ^—^ cup 
715. kAph Nm (^J-^T^ cuff 
716. kAph Nm /,^j ^  phlegm 
717- kAb Adv ^^ / wiienCinterrogative) 
718. kAbj N / JkJ* \ ^ constipation 
L ^ " ^ ^.. 
719. kAd Nm ij^)^^ height, tallness 
720. kAt Vi «*^^y be cut 
12.\^ kAs Vt i j ^ tighten, bind tightly 
IZZ, kAl Nm ^ component (of a machine); 
*y (water) tap 
723. kAl Adv /J* tomorrow ; yesterday 




























































Form Urdu Orth- Gloss 
Classes ography. 























^^- - 1 / 
few, little(in amount); 
rarely 
what(interrog.) 
of, pertaining to 
^^^'\Ji^^ twenty seventh letter and 
• twentyeighth letter of 
. .y Urdu alphabet 
( i > - l ) > i ^ » wood, t imber 
>2>'w wood, t imber 
''^0 cut, bite 
(^ yt')ib card( wedding) 
^ t the upper part of the thigh 




—^*^  ^  tremble, shake 
i r ..... 
/ • b work, job 
t i e • ear ' . . 1 / 
\J^, who, what 
( i n t e r r o g . ; o b i . s g . ) 
(Ja-^j <iy^ instalment 
.•J who, what 
C/V ( 
CP of. 






























































































Urdu Orth- Gloss 
ography ^ 
M, nail; bolt 
r ^ > buy, purchase 
I 1 ) g^ some, little 
^ ' / 
^± some, l i t t l e 
I t o t a l , whole,al l 
yj^ jump, leap 
/ 
vJ>V paper used for making 
y, paste-board 
^-<y pound, hammer; crush 
^ y crush 
v ^ y cry(of a bird) 




U^. h a i r 
y t o , foj 
^ y coat 
court 
/ 
i/^y kos: a measure of distance 
curse , abuse 
/ 
^ y edge, margin, border 
/ . y" 
Lfi^J ^*^ leprosy 
^y^ dig out , bore 


























































































people, nation, community 
who(interrog.) 
be absorbed; be u t i l i zed 
madness, sanity 
l e t t e r 




vessel for grinding spices, 
etc.; mortar 
be distasteful 










Khan: common adjunct of 
Pathan names 
cough 




























































parched grain or rice 
sweet dish made up of 
rice, milk, and sugar 
pull, drag 





hoof(of a cow, etc.) 
pleasing, beautiful; well, 
really 
hoof(of a cow, etc.) 
blood 









































periodical supply of 











search, seek, enquire 
171 



























E n t r i e s 
k h o : l 
k h o : l 
kho : s 















g a : 
(c f. g i : , ge; 
g a : 
g a : p 
( c f . ga :ph) 
ga:ph 
(c f . ga :p ) 
ga : c 
( c f , ga :ch) 
ga :ch 
( c f . g a : c ) 
ga : j 
g a : l 
















































cover , case 
open; unlock 
i n s e r t ( i n t o ) 
w e l l - being; any way, wel l 
s p l i n t e r 
be bo i l ed 
g o s s i p 
s t a t e , condi t ion 
sound of gulping 
yard(measure) 
be d i s so lved ; be cooked 
t i l l so f t 
be squeezed, be pressed 
f o r t ; c i t a d e l 
be d r i v e n ( i n t o ) ; be f i rmly 
f i x e d ; be p ierced 
sorrow, g r i e f 
gun 
w i l l , sha l l (masc . s g . ) 
s i n g 
twen tyn in th l e t t e r of 
Urdu a lphabet 
twentynin th l e t t e r of 
Urdu a lphabet 
t r e e 
t r e e 





























8 7 1 . 
872. 
E n t r i e s 
6 a : r 
g a : r 




(cf . gldh) 
gidh 
(c f . gId) 
g i r 
gin 
g i : 
(cf . gaO 











(cf . ga : ) 





g o : t 
» 
go: 6 
(cf . g o : 6 t ) 
Form Urdu Orth-
Clasees ography ^  




































strain, filter; squeeze,press 
drive down; fix firmly; burry 








powdered tobacco(chewed and 
used as an intoxicant) 
raw sugar, molasses 
lost; missing 






















































( c f . g h l 8 ) 
ghAr 
gha : t 
• 
g h a : s 
( c f . g h a : s ) 
gha:w 
gha : 6 
( c f , g h a : s ) 
g h l s 
( c f . ghAs) 
g h i r 
gh in 
g h i : 
g h i : c 
( c f . k h i : c ) 
ghUp 
ghUt 
Form Urdu O r t h -
C l a s s e s o g r a p h y . 















































twentyfifth letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
name of a Muslim saint 
deliberation, close attention 
lessen, decrease(intrans.) 
rub, grind; be rubbed 
home, house 




rub, grind down; be rubbed 
be encircled, be surrounded 
dislike, aversion, nausea 


































































































force one's way in; enter 
melt, dissolve 
weevil, wood louse 
bribe 















^^'^ no, not 
J 
tilde-like mark placed over 











































(c f. ma: p, na 
ma: p 










































































cover(a6 a book,etc.,with 
cloth or leather) 
cover(as a book,etc.,with 
cloth or leather) 
heart, mind 
maund: a unit of weight 





kind of pulse 
wealth, property; cmmodity 
beating 






believe, accept, agree 
demand; hair-parting 
demand; beg 
be erased, be wiped out 
mill 













































(c 1'. mu: 
mu: ch 











( c1, mo: 
mo:ch 


























































thirtyfirst letter of 
Urdu alphabet 





































































































































































































































































1 J » ^ I 
i^D^l' 













poem in praise of the 
Prophet 
large open-mouthed water 
jar or trough 
nose 
hooded snake; cobra 
horse-shoe 














































1 r. f^ \ (of. nu:n) 
nu:n 













(c f. no: t) 
no:c 
(c f. no: c) 
no:k 




























































be Bcratched, be pinched 
be scratched, be pinched 
splendor 
Noah 
thirtysecond letter of 
Urdu alphbet 
thirtysecond letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
gift money teiken by 
groom's sister from 
her parents 
gift money taken by 































































































































adhere, stick; be splice 
truth; true 





rot, decay, decompose 
year 




in company, together 
































































































































be heated; be baked 
Sikh 
flat stone on which 
spices are ground 
with a muller 
be sewn, be stitched 
head, top 
sew, stitch 

































































































eighteenth letter and 




tone, tune, melody 
numb, senseless 
bear, listen 




swell ; become inflamed 
be v i s ib le 
become dry; dry 
become dry; dry 
e lephant ' s trunk 
smell ; sn i f l 
e l ephan t ' s trunk 
s i x t h l e t t e r of Drdu 
alphabet 
from, with 
s i t on(egg6); hatch 




















n o . se:kh 
111. se;r 
112. 6e:r 



















































decorated bed(for the 
newly weds) 
warm, heat; bake 
Sheikh: one of the four 
classes into which 
Muslims are divided 
lion, tiger 
measure of weight slightly 



























































































































get away, move away 
pilgrimage to Mecca 
right 




we; I (first person) 








be defeated; lose 
there 
yes; indeed 















































































































Houri: a nymph of the 
Muslim Paradise 
rash, wild 
ninth letter and thirty-
fourth letter of Urdu 
alphabet 








reservoir of water; tank 
hall 
well doneljbravot 
well done!, bravo! 
thirtythird letter of 
Urdu alphabet 
that; he, she, it; those; 




lock of hair 
stick 





































































































bring(transitive in meaning) 
gain 
leg 
entrails, guts(e6p. of a 
cow or horse 
load 
heap, lot 
extraordinary show of love 
shyness, modesty 
lakh 










plaster with yellow soil 
and cow-dung 
dung of horse 
young of a louse 




































































































































1227. rAt Vt 
demand 


























E n t r i e s 
rAd 
rAk 
( c f . rAKh) 
rAkh 




( c f . r a i ) 
rAnn 
rAn 
r a : t 
r a : 3 
ra : ,3 
r a : k h 
r a : s 
r a : l 
( c f . l a : r ) 
r l n n 
r i : t 
r i : ch 
r i : l 
r i : r 
rUk 
r u : 6 
r u : h 
rurm 
r e ; 
Form Urdu O r t h - G l o s s 
C l a s s e s ography 
N 
Vt 























I n t r j 
LTV 
^< 
r o d 
p u t , p l a c e , k e e p 
p u t , p l a c e , keep 
v e i n , a r t e r y 
j u i c e 
l i v e , s t a y 
c o l o r 
c o l o r , dye 
n i g h t 
s e c r e t , m y s t e r y 
r a j , government 
a s h e s 
r a g a ; a m u s i c a l mode 
s a l i v a 
e a r - r i n g 
c u s t o m , p r a c t i c e 
b e a r 













































Nm ^ V ^ J ^^J 
Nm ^ ^ - 1 





Nm ^ V 
Nm (^ i^  
Vi ^^^)^ 
Nm V > - ^ 
Intrj k 
ConJ L 


























friend, companion, lover 
this; he, she, it; 
these; they 
(prox. demon.) 
